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ABSTRACT 
 
Optimization of Hybrid Dynamic/Steady-State Processes Using Process Integration.  
(August 2006) 
Daniel Douglas Grooms, B.S., Lamar University 
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Mahmoud M. El-Halwagi 
 
 
Much research in the area of process integration has focused on steady-state 
processes.  However, there are many process units that are inherently unsteady-state or 
perform best when operated in an unsteady-state manner.  Unsteady-state units are vital 
to chemical processes but are unable to be included in current process optimization 
methods.  Previous methods to optimize processes containing unsteady-state units place 
restrictions or constraints on their use.  This optimization still does not give the best 
system design because the solution found will only be the best out of the available 
options which likely excludes the true optimal design.  To remedy this, a methodology 
was created to incorporate unsteady-state process units into process optimization 
analysis.  This methodology is as general as possible.  Unlike many existing unsteady-
state optimization methods, it determines all three main components of process design: 
the network configuration, sizes of units, and operation schedule.  This generality ensures 
that the truly optimal process design will be found.   
 
Three problems were solved to illustrate the solution methodology.  First, a 
general mass exchange network was optimized.  The optimization formulation resulted in 
a mixed-integer nonlinear program, and linearization techniques were used to find the 
global solution.  A property interception network was also optimized, the first work done 
using property integration for systems with unsteady-state behavior.  Finally, an 
industrial semi-batch water purification system was optimized.  This problem showed 
how process integration could be used to optimize a hybrid system and gain insights into 
the process under many different operating conditions.   
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CHAPTER I   
INTRODUCTION 
 
The past two decades have witnessed key research contributions in the field of 
process integration.  Nonetheless, much of the research has a common limitation: it is 
based on optimizing steady-state systems.  Steady-state units are convenient in that once 
the operating conditions of the unit are specified, the behavior is also specified for as long 
as the system variables remain unchanged.  Thus, optimizing a steady-state process is a 
matter of optimizing a system for a single set of conditions and the solution will be 
optimum for as long as the process conditions remain constant.  However, in many cases, 
process units are inherently unsteady-state or are best operated in a dynamic mode.  So at 
best, optimizing a dynamic process is similar to optimizing several sets of steady-state 
problems.  Reality is much more complicated, however, because of the interactions the 
separate problems must have to ensure continuity.  Examples of dynamic units include 
fixed-bed adsorbers, ion exchange beds, filters, etc.  Because unsteady-state units are 
vital to chemical processes, it is necessary to incorporate these dynamic units in the 
analysis and develop a systematic procedure for the optimum design and operation of the 
system.   
 
Currently when optimizing most chemical processes, dynamic units are either not 
used at all or restrictions are placed on their behavior because of these complications.  
However, optimization done on a system with restrictions placed on it is not true 
optimization.  An optimum solution found under these conditions will only be the best 
out of the available options.  For example, consider a constraint that is often used in 
environmental applications: A steady-state pollutant-removal process is optimized save 
for an unsteady-state mass separator that is used at the end of a process to remove the 
final amount of a pollutant.  The separator’s effluent concentration is not constant, but it 
is regenerated often enough so that the concentration is always below the environmental 
This dissertation follows the style and format of Chemical Engineering Communications.   
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regulation limit.  Because of the inability to include the unsteady-state unit in the 
optimization, its place in the network is fixed regardless of whether this is the optimum 
location.  As seen from this example, if a method were developed to include unsteady-
state units in the optimization of the process, it would be possible to optimize processes 
more generally and be confident that the resulting solution is truly the best solution.   
 
Some of the challenges of dealing with unsteady-state units have already been 
mentioned.  The primary difficulty is that unlike existing methods for steady-state 
systems, not only must the system design be formulated, but the optimal design and 
operation profile must be found simultaneously for all of the unique system conditions.  
Also, in the same way that the performance of steady-state units is modeled, the behavior 
of the dynamic units must also be described.  Naturally, this is more difficult because the 
performance of unsteady-state units varies with time.  Finally, unsteady-state units are 
usually unsteady-state because they operate in some kind of batch routine.  That is, the 
unit typically operates for a period of time, then stops operating and undergoes some kind 
of regeneration or reloading.  This behavior introduces the complication of determining 
the lengths of time the unit operates and regenerates because the degradation of the unit’s 
performance with time must be balanced with the cost of regenerating the unit and the 
loss of the unit’s availability during that time.  This scheduling must be done so that the 
needs of the process are met.   
 
Early work on scheduling dynamic systems involved a mixed integer linear 
programming (MILP) formulation for short-range production planning of multipurpose 
batch plants (Rich and Prokopakis, 1987), which allowed the use of different production 
routings and facilitated preventive maintenance.  Later work from Kondili et al. (1993) 
described a (MILP) formulation of a general framework for handling multipurpose batch 
plants using the state–task network (STN) notion under discrete time representation.  
Reformulation of this work demonstrated improvement of the computational efficiency 
(Shah et al., 1993).  Both publications from Kondili et al. and Shah et al. have led to 
many applications and extensions based on the STN representation (Pinto and 
Grossmann, 1994, Ierapetritou and Floudas, 1998a and 1998b, Lee et al., 2001, 
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Maravelias and Grossmann 2003 and 2004).  Although useful, these procedures optimize 
processes containing solely unsteady-state operations which is a special case of the 
problem being addressed here.   
 
There has also been research into methods to optimize networks containing units 
with performance decay and how to schedule their operation around cleaning and 
replacement.  Pinto and Grossmann (1994) first developed a general model (MINLP) 
addressing the cyclic scheduling of multistage multiproduct continuous plants where the 
structure of the network is specified and Alle et al. (2004) extended this work of 
simultaneously optimizing the production and cleaning operations to include units with 
performance decay.  The problem of optimizing the operation of multiproduct plants with 
parallel units that exhibit exponential performance decay was addressed by Jain and 
Grossmann (1998) for a single stage process.  The resulting model was again applicable 
only for networks with known structures.  The present work addresses optimization of not 
only production schedules, but also has the capability of designing the network structure 
and individual unit sizes.   
 
Soileau (1998) introduced the idea of optimizing the production scheduling of 
processes containing unsteady-state units by including unsteady-state mass exchange 
units in a mass exchange network with the restriction that the dynamic units are grouped 
together rather than intermixed with the steady-state units.  He optimized a group of 
columns using pressure swing adsorption (PSA) or temperature swing adsorption (TSA) 
such that the unsteady-state units were grouped and operated together in such a way as to 
produce steady-state output.  Thus, the group of unsteady-state units behaved as a single 
steady-state unit and could be placed anywhere in the network so that existing methods 
for optimizing steady-state systems could be used.  This method placed a major 
restriction on the network, grouping the unsteady-state units together.  So the optimum 
design found using this method was only the best design that met this restriction.   
 
There has been a substantial amount of work that has been done on a general 
problem of optimizing an unsteady-state process or unit based on differential and 
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algebraic equation (DAE) models (Cervantes et al., 2000; Jockenhovel et al., 2003).  
However, this approach is very detailed and requires a large amount of process and 
modeling information.  The approach in this paper requires much less detailed 
information about the process and is to be used in a more general design phase.  This 
follows the process integration philosophy of developing the overall process design first, 
and calculating the specific profiles of the units later.  This approach is useful because it 
enables one to formulate an optimum overall process design without requiring detailed 
information.   
 
The works described above are important background for the present problem but 
are significantly different.  The method presented here simultaneously optimizes the 
operation and structure of the network and the sizes of the units.  Here, the term “network 
structure” refers to the configuration of the process (units in series vs. parallel or some 
combination of the two) while the operation of the process consists of running times and 
distribution of flows to the units of the process.  Previous work optimized the network 
structure but assumed the processing times and unit sizes were known (as in Kondili et al. 
(1993).  Alternatively, the processing time was left to be optimized, but the network 
structure is fixed (as in Jain and Grossmann (1998) and Alle et al. (2004)).  As will be 
described in more detail later, this work describes a solution to the problem of optimizing 
the three areas of network structure, process operation, and unit sizing in a chemical or 
other manufacturing process containing both dynamic and steady-state unit operations.   
 
The objective of this work is to introduce a novel method of synthesizing an 
optimal interception and allocation network structure, physical unit sizes, and also the 
operation schedule of the hybrid (steady-state and dynamic) process.  This method may 
be used for many diverse applications, as will be shown.  Case studies and examples are 
used to illustrate the usefulness of the method.   
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CHAPTER II 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 
 
This dissertation presents a solution formulation to the problem that is formally 
introduced and described below.   
Given a process with: 
• A set of sources: SOURCES = {i | i = 1,2, …, Nsources} composed of 
process streams, which are available to be allocated.  Each source has a 
given flowrate, Gi, and is characterized as containing a set of components: 
COMPONENTS = {c | c = 1,2, …, Nc}.  The mass fractions of the 
components of the sources are also given and designated by incic , .  
 
• A set of process sinks: SINKS = {j | j = 1,2, …, Nsinks}.  Sinks are process 
units or other discharge locations that can accept the sources.  Each sink 
requires a given flowrate, Fj, and mass fractions, incjc , , that satisfy the 
following constraints: 
max
,,
min
, cj
in
cjcj ccc ≤≤  j ∈ SINKS, c ∈ COMPONENTS   (2.1) 
where min
,cjc  and
max
,cjc are given lower and upper bounds on acceptable mass fractions of 
component c in unit j. 
• A set of interception units: INTERCEPTORS = {k | k =1,2, …, NInt}.  
These units can be added to the process to adjust the mass fractions of the 
sources to meet the sink requirements.  Some of the interceptors are 
operated dynamically with the following performance equations: 
( )todcfc kkincici ,,,,int, =         (2.2) 
where int
,cic  is the mass fraction of the c
th
 component leaving the kth interceptor, dk and ok 
are design and operating variables of the kth interceptor, and t is time of operation.  
Clearly, if the unit is steady-state, its intercepted components are independent of t.  
 
The problem statement is schematically represented in Figure 2.1. 
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Some examples of types of sinks in reality are: product storage tanks, biological 
treatment ponds, and downstream processing areas.  Typical sources are reactors or raw 
material suppliers.  Interceptors may be any mass exchange units such as fixed bed 
adsorbers, distillation columns, ion exchange beds, countercurrent absorbers, etc.  The 
process streams typically will be product streams that require purification or waste 
streams containing environmentally harmful compounds to be removed before the 
streams are discharged.   
 
 
 
 
The objective is to synthesize and schedule a network of sources-interceptors-
sinks that provides optimal allocation and interception of sources while satisfying the 
Interception Network
(Dynamic & Steady-State 
Units)
Sources: Sinks:Interception 
Agents
Figure 2.1. Problem Statement Schematic
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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constraints of the sinks at minimum cost.  In particular, the following are some design 
challenges associated with the problem: 
• Which types of interception units should be selected?  What sizes? 
• How should the sources be allocated to the interception devices?  Should 
sources be segregated, mixed, or split prior to interception?  What should 
be the extent of interception of each source? 
• How should each intercepted source be allocated?  Should it be mixed 
with other sources, intercepted or otherwise?  
• How should the interception and allocation schemes be scheduled so as to 
cope with the time-varying performance of the interceptors while 
satisfying the steady-state requirements of the sinks? 
 
The following chapters will describe problems demonstrating these characteristics 
and will address the above questions when solving the problems.   
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CHAPTER III 
OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS AND SCHEDULING OF HYBRID 
DYNAMIC/STEADY-STATE MASS EXCHANGE NETWORKS  
 
3.1 Introduction 
While unsteady-state units could be incorporated into many aspects of chemical 
processes, a mass exchange network (MEN) was chosen to be a subject of this research 
for two main reasons.  First, much research has been done on mass integration in general 
and optimizing mass exchange networks in particular.  Because of this, there is a wealth 
of work to compare results with and many opportunities to extend this concept.  Second, 
mass exchange is a very important aspect of a production process.  Due to the increased 
regulation and emphasis on minimizing industry’s impact on the environment, cleaning 
up products and recovering harmful chemicals has become a vital part of petrochemical 
processes and mass exchange operations are one of the primary means to achieving this 
objective.  In fact, one mass exchange operation, fixed-bed adsorption, is a very useful 
tool in mass separation but it is an intrinsically unsteady-state operation and this fact has 
discouraged its use in mass integration research because of the reasons outlined above.   
 
This chapter introduces a novel approach for optimizing the design and operation 
of mass exchange networks (MENs) utilizing both dynamic and steady-state units.  These 
networks reduce the mass of a targeted species in a given set of rich streams from known 
supply concentrations to target concentrations.  Although the network contains a 
combination of both dynamic and steady-state units, the output variables of the network 
are constant with time.  Design tasks include selecting the optimal mass exchange units, 
the optimal mass separating agents (MSAs), the optimal network configuration, and the 
best operation schedule.  A flexible structural representation is used to include all 
possible configurations of the system.  Physical constraints are then obtained from the 
structural representation and the performance of the mass exchange units.  Different time 
scales are used for each of the units and related to the overall timeline to optimize the 
operation time and schedule for each unit.  Also, a backward-moving horizon is 
employed to represent regeneration of the dynamic units.  The formulation yields a 
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mixed-integer nonlinear program (MINLP) which is linearized to obtain a mixed-integer 
linear program (MILP).  The MILP provides a lower bound and initial point that are used 
to solve the MINLP and optimize the design of the system as well as its operation.  A 
sample application of this methodology is also included.   
 
The structural representation used here was based in part on the mathematical 
optimization of segregation, mixing, and recycle for steady-state processes (El-Halwagi 
1997, p.176).  However, previously it was used to calculate only the lean stream flows for 
a system structure that was already given.   
 
There has also been work done on optimizing operation and scheduling for 
existing batch processes (Pinto and Grossmann, 1994; Rich and Prokopakis, 1987) and 
minimizing waste from batch plants (Sharratt, 1993; Wang and Smith, 1995).  Both of 
these areas are more restrictive than the more general optimization that is the goal here.   
 
Grossmann and Beigler (2004) and Floudas et al. (2005) give a good review of 
global optimization techniques currently in use.  McCormick (1976) and Al-Khayyal and 
Falk (1983) developed a general algorithm for globally solving nonlinear programs using 
convex underestimators, which Quesada and Grossmann (1995) used in part for their 
spatial branch and bound global optimization algorithm.  Szitkai et al. (2006) used a 
relaxation method with a penalty term in the objective function for integer variables.  The 
relaxation allows solutions that otherwise would be infeasible to become feasible but with 
a penalty.  This allows more solutions to be in the search region, reducing the chance of 
the algorithm becoming trapped at a local solution.   
 
This work is not primarily concerned with global optimization techniques but it 
was necessary to explore this area because the formulation produced a MINLP.  The 
procedure used to solve the MINLP was similar to the procedure set forth by Quesada 
and Grossmann (1995).  The nonlinear constraints in the MINLP were approximated with 
linear inequalities and a MILP was obtained.  The MILP was solved and this gave a 
lower bound for the MINLP and also an initial point for solving the MINLP.  The 
10 
  
MINLP was then solved and the solution was compared to the lower bound.  The global 
optimization process will be described in more detail later in this paper. 
 
 
3.2 Solution Approach 
3.2.1 Representation and Terminology 
To simplify the mathematical formulation, we focus on a single key component, 
c.  Using a source-interception-sink representation, each source is first segregated and 
split into fractions of unknown flow rate (to be optimized).  Those fractions are allocated 
to the interception network.  A combination of steady- and unsteady-state mass exchange 
units are available for use and are numbered k = 1,2,…,NInt inside the mass exchange 
network (MEN).  Within the MEN, the component mass fractions of each stream are 
altered if an interception device is used.  The optimum extent of interception for each 
component and stream is to be determined.  A stream may also pass through the MEN 
unchanged indicating that the stream is not intercepted.  The streams leaving the 
interception network are allowed to mix and are fed to the process sinks.  The optimum 
mixing ratios are to be determined.  An additional sink is used to account for the waste 
material (unrecycled/unreused material), and it is designated as the “waste” sink.  Also, 
an external fresh stream may be used in process sinks but not the waste sink.  The 
network representation is shown in Figure 3.1.   
11 
  
Figure 3.1  Source-Interception-Sink Representation 
 
 
In order to develop a scheduling scheme, we start first by describing the process’s 
operating time through a number of repeating and identical episodes.  The duration of the 
episode corresponds to the cycle time.  Because of the repeating nature of the episodes, it 
is sufficient to optimize the process over an episode and the process will then be 
optimized into infinity.  To insure continuity of the episodes, constraints are added such 
that the state of the process at the end of the episode is identical to the state at the 
beginning of the episode.  This episode time is discretized into a number of time intervals 
over which the process is optimized.  Structural changes (e.g., starting or ending the 
operation of a unit, starting or ending the regeneration of a unit, changing the destination 
of a stream) are performed at the beginning (or end) of a time interval.  The index n is 
used to denote a time interval. 
 
Each source is split into fractions that are passed to the interception devices.  The 
flowrate from source i to interceptor k is called gi,k,n, while the flowrate from interceptor k 
to sink j is labeled hk,j,n.  As mentioned earlier, the flowrate through an interceptor k is 
denoted Hk,n while the component mass fraction entering and exiting the interceptor is 
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designated by yink,n and youtk,n, respectively.  It is also possible to recycle streams leaving 
interception devices and, in turn, they become new sources.  The index for these recycled 
streams is called v.  The flowrate and mass fraction values of a recycle stream are 
represented as Rv,n and wv,n.   
 
Now that the terms have been defined, let us revisit the structural representation.  
A number of process and fresh source streams which have certain properties that need to 
be modified are numbered 1 through Nsources and are given with flowrates and mass 
fraction values (Gi,n and ui,n).  Also, a number (Nsinks) of process sinks are known along 
with their flowrate and component mass fraction requirements (Fj,n & zj,n).  A mixture of 
steady- and unsteady-state mass exchange units that are of interest are selected and 
numbered 1,2,…,NInt inside the mass exchange network (MEN).  The flow from source i 
to unit k is represented as gi,k,n while the flow from unit k to sink j is labeled hk,j,n.  The 
flow rate through a unit is denoted Hk,n while the mass fractions entering and exiting the 
unit are yink,n and youtk,n respectively.  Finally, flowrates and component mass fraction 
values of possible recycle streams for a mass exchange unit v are represented as Rv,n and 
wv,n.  These recycle streams serve both as sinks and as sources.  The indices i, j, and k 
refer to sources, sinks, and mass exchange units respectively, while the index n specifies 
the time interval in question.  The indices k and v are similar, both referring to mass 
exchange units; the only difference is that they are used in different contexts – k for 
describing the units and v for describing the recycle streams coming from those units.   
 
3.2.2 Solution Formulation: 
Performing a material balance on the splitting of the source streams yields the 
equation 
=
k
nkini gG ,,,
  
TIMEnSOURCESi ∈∈∀   ,
      (3.1) 
where TIME is the set of time intervals.  Total and component mass balances at the 
mixing of the source-to-interceptor nodes yields: 
 +=
i v
nkvnkink rgH ,,,,,
  
TIMEnRSINTERCEPTOk ∈∈∀   ,
   (3.2)  
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  ⋅+⋅=⋅
i v
nkvnvnkinink
in
nk rwguHy ,,,,,,,,
  
TIMEnRSINTERCEPTOk ∈∈∀   ,
 (3.3) 
 
A balance on the splitting of the interceptor outlet streams gives the equation 
nk
j
njknk hhH ,,,, +=
  
TIMEnRSINTERCEPTOk ∈∈∀   ,
    (3.4) 
where hk,n refers to the flow from interceptor k to its recycle stream.   
 
Balances on the total flow and the components at the mixing of the streams to the 
process sinks give the following equations: 
=
k
njknj hF ,,,
  
TIMEnSINKSj ∈∈∀   ,
      (3.5) 
 ⋅=⋅
k
njk
out
nknjnj hyFz ,,,,,
  
TIMEnSINKSj ∈∈∀   ,
     (3.6) 
 
Finally, each mass exchange unit has its own recycle stream.  The flowrate and 
concentrations of the recycle streams are specified by the equations 
nknv hR ,, =
  
TIMEnRSINTERCEPTOkv ∈∈=∀   ,
     (3.7) 
out
nknv yw ,, =
  
TIMEnRSINTERCEPTOkv ∈∈=∀   ,
     (3.8) 
 
To account for the mass lost to the mass separating agents (MSAs), mass balances 
are also performed on each unit.  Figure 3.2 illustrates the flows in a steady-state unit.   
 
Unit 
k
Hk,n, yink,n Hk,n, youtk,n
Lk,n, xks
Lk,n, xkt
Figure 3.2. Steady-state Unit Balance
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For each steady-state interceptor, a supply concentration, xks, and target 
concentration, xkt is given and Lk represents the optimizable mass flowrate of the mass 
separating agent (MSA) through unit k.  In time interval n, the mass exchanged from the 
rich stream to the lean MSA stream is given by integrating over tn, the time in interval n.   
  −=−
n nt t
out
k
in
kk
s
k
t
kk dtyyHdtxxL )()(
       (3.9) 
where Lk and Hk are the instantaneous flowrates of the lean and rich streams and inky  and 
out
ky are the instantaneous concentrations in the rich stream.  If we let Lk,n be the average 
lean stream flowrate in interval n, Hk,n be the average rich stream flowrate, and innky , and 
out
nky ,  be the average rich stream concentrations in interval n, this implies that 
0,,,, =
∂
∂
=
∂
∂
=
∂
∂
=
∂
∂
n
out
nk
n
in
nk
n
nk
n
nk
t
y
t
y
t
H
t
L
       (3.10) 
 
So, the mass balance equation becomes 
 −=−
nn t
out
nk
in
nknk
t
s
k
t
knk dtyyHdtxxL )()( ,,,,
      (3.11) 
which simplifies to: 
 
( ) ( )outnkinnknksktknk yyHxxL ,,,, −=−    TIMEnRSINTERCEPTOSSk ∈⊂∈∀ ,     (3.12) 
where SS is the subset of steady-state units in the set INTERCEPTORS.   
 
Unit 
k
Figure 3.3. Unsteady-state Unit Balance
qk,n
Hk,n, yink,n Hk,n, youtk,n
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Figure 3.3 is a diagram of an unsteady-state unit where qk,n represents the amount 
of accumulated mass contained in the unit over time interval n.  This load can be 
calculated by the following equation: 
 
 
 =−
n nt t
k
out
k
in
kk dtqdtyyH )(
        (3.13) 
where Hk is the instantaneous flowrate of the rich stream through unit k, inky and
out
ky are 
the instantaneous component mass fractions of the rich stream, and qk is the instantaneous 
load of unit k.  To simplify the formulation, we assume that within a time interval, the 
interceptor operates in a steady-state mode so its flowrate and inlet and outlet mass 
fractions are taken to be constant over the time interval and are designated by innknk yH ,, , , 
and outnky , .  These values change from one interval to another leading to a step-wise 
approximation of the nonlinear changes in flowrate, and inlet and outlet concentrations.  
Therefore, equation 3.13 becomes 
 −=− +
n nt t
nknk
out
nk
in
nknk dtqqdtyyH )()( ,1,,,,
      (3.14) 
where qk,n+1 is the load of unit k at the beginning of interval n+1.  This simplifies to: 
nk
out
nk
in
nknk qyyH ,,,, )( ∆=−
          (3.15) 
where ∆qk,n is the net load accumulation for unit k in time interval n.   
 
The load of the unit may be tracked using the equation 
nknknk qqq ,,1, ∆+=+
  
TIMEn ∈
       (3.16) 
where qk,0 =0 when starting the time period with a clean unit. 
 
Another equation that will be needed is an equation for the outlet concentration of 
the unsteady-state unit.   
),,,,,,(
,,,1,, nnkk
in
nknknkn
out
nk todyHtqfy ∆= −
      (3.17) 
where dk is the vector of design variables for the kth interceptor, ok,n is the vector of 
operating variables of the kth interceptor during the nth time interval, and ∆tn is the 
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duration of the nth interval.  Clearly, for the steady-state interceptors, there is no need to 
incorporate dependence on time intervals or duration. 
  
The unsteady-state interceptors must be frequently taken offline and regenerated.  
A binary integer variable Regenk,n defined as follows: 
Regenk,n  = 1 if interceptor k is being regenerated during the nth time interval 
  = 0 otherwise        (3.18) 
Therefore, 
in
nknknnkk
in
nknknknnk
out
nk yRegentodyHqfRegeny ,,,,,1,,, ),,,,,()1( ⋅+∆⋅−= −
  (3.19) 
and the flowrate entering the kth unit during the nth time period is given by a revised form 
of equation 3.2: 
)()1(
,,,,,,
 +⋅−=
i v
nkvnkinknk rgRegenH
      (3.20) 
 
Additionally, equation 3.16 can now be extended to include the effect of 
regeneration as follows: 
),,,()()1(
,1,,,,1,,, nnkknknknknknknknk todqFRegenqqRegenq ∆⋅+∆+⋅−= −−
  (3.21) 
where Fk,n is the functional form of the regeneration period which provides the 
component load in unit k resulting after regeneration for a duration ∆tn. 
 
The total annualized cost per episode (or per operating cycle) “TAC” of the 
interception network is given by: 
 
 ⋅⋅⋅−=
n k
nknknknk RegenCostRegenonInterceptiCostRegenTAC ]__)1[( ,,,,
 (3.22) 
 
The form and arguments of the cost equation depend on the characteristics of the 
interceptors and their regeneration.   
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The foregoing formulation is a mixed-integer nonlinear program (MINLP) whose 
solution provides a synthesized interception and allocation network as well as the 
schedule to operate the system. 
 
Several assumptions were implicitly made in formulating this problem.  One is 
that the flowrates and species concentration in the process source and sink streams are 
constant with time.  This is normally the case, but it can be generalized to unsteady-state 
streams without much additional effort.  Also, the component that is being removed from 
the rich streams is assumed to be in small concentrations, so the mass flowrates across the 
mass exchange units are taken to be constant.  The other main assumptions are that 
steady-state MSA streams are not mixed in a unit and that MSA streams are not reused in 
one unit after being used in another unit.  Based on the latter assumption, there is one 
type of MSA specified for each steady-state unit.  If this specification were not made, two 
units could use the same MSA, but it would be cheaper to simply have a large unit that 
can accommodate the flow from both units.  Thus, in this formulation, each steady-state 
unit utilizes a unique MSA stream.   
 
 
3.3 Case Study  
To illustrate these concepts, let us consider an environmental application with one 
process source (a wastewater effluent) and one sink in which the objective is to reduce 
the concentration of a pollutant in a stream to be discharged into the environment.  The 
effluent flowrate is 10 kg/min and has a mass fraction of 0.0050.  The sink requires a 
flowrate of 10 kg/min with a mass fraction of no more than 0.0002.  One steady-state 
absorber and two unsteady-state fixed-bed adsorbers were used in the MEN.  There was 
no waste sink and no fresh supply stream was available.  Figure 3.4 shows the stream 
representation that was used for the example problem.  Unit 1 is the steady-state absorber 
and units 2 & 3 are the unsteady-state adsorbers.   
 
An episode of 4 hours and 10 minutes was used and this was divided into 25 
intervals, giving an interval size of 10 minutes.  So, changes to the process were allowed 
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every 10 minutes and the performance of the process cycled every 250 minutes.  The 
states of the process at the end of the episode were specified to be equal to the states of 
the process at the beginning of the episode.   
 
 
 
 
A very simple model was used for the adsorbers.  The overall performance of the 
units is represented in Figure 3.5, but as will be explained later, only the initial 
performance range of the units was considered.  Thus, the units were restricted to operate 
no more than 250 minutes consecutively.   
 
The outlet concentration was related to time rather than the unit load in order to 
reduce the amount of data needed for the problem.  The other option was to link the outlet 
concentration to the load through some modification of the Langmuir equation but this 
would have required Langmuir constants, which can be difficult to obtain.  Using time as 
the variable is an approximation, but a reasonable one and one that simplifies the 
problem.  Regeneration of the bed completely cleaned the unit and thus reset the unit’s  
R3,n ; w3,n
R1,n ; w1,n
R2,n ; w2,n
G1,n ; u1,n 1
2
3
H1,n
yin1,n
H2,n
yin2,n
H3,n
yin3,n
H1,n
yout1,n
H2,n
yout2,n
H3,n
yout3,n
1 
F1,n
z1,n
R3,n ; w3,n
R2,n ; w2,n
MEN:
R1,n ; w1,n
Figure 3.4. Case Study Structural Representation
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internal “clock” to zero.  If the binary variable specified that the unit ran during a time 
interval, the unit’s clock increased by the size of the time interval to reflect the bed 
becoming saturated:  
( ) ( )ttRegent nknk ∆+⋅−= −1,, 1
        (3.23) 
where tk,n is the “unit time” of unit k at time interval n and ∆t is the length of the time 
intervals.   
 
It was observed in the previous section that the problem formulation results in a 
MINLP, which does not give a globally optimum solution.  To resolve this, a procedure 
was adopted that was similar to that put forth in Quesada & Grossmann (1995).  A 
mixed-integer linear program (MILP) was obtained from the original MINLP and this 
was solved to give a lower bound and also an initial solution point for the MINLP.  The 
MINLP was then solved and the optimal solution was compared to that given by the 
MILP.  Several steps had to be taken to linearize the original program. 
 
First, the binary regeneration variables were relaxed and were permitted to take 
continuous values, based on the technique described in Szitkai et al. (2006).  However, 
0
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additional binary variables were added and compared with the regeneration variables in 
the following manner: 
nknknknk negposIntegRegen ,,,, −+=
  
n∀
, 
3,2=k
     (3.24) 
where Regen is the now continuous regeneration variable, Integ is the added binary 
variable, and pos and neg are positive continuous variables that give the difference 
between Regen and Integ.  A penalty term was added to the objective function to penalize 
any deviation of Regen from a value of either 0 or 1.  The penalty term was calculated in 
the following way: 
 +=
n
nknk negposDeviationRelaxation ,,
  
3,2=k
     (3.25) 
 
Since pos  0 and neg  0, then any difference of the continuous Regen variable 
from the binary Integ will result in a larger objective value.  The result of this relaxation 
is that the optimization procedure can search over solutions that would otherwise be 
infeasible and more easily escape an inferior local optimal solution.  But the inclusion of 
the penalty term in the objective function causes the relaxed variable to take binary 
values for an optimum solution.  This relaxation technique also simplifies the remainder 
of the linearization procedure.  In the problem formulation there were constraints in 
which the regeneration variable was multiplied by another optimizable variable, so with 
the binary relaxation those become bilinear terms with two continuous variables instead 
of one continuous and one binary variable.   
 
The bilinear terms were linearized using the linearization method outlined by 
McCormick (1976) and later by Quesada and Grossmann (1995).  With two continuous 
variables, x and F, possessing upper and lower bounds  
ULo
xxx ≤≤             (3.26) 
ULo FFF ≤≤          (3.27) 
The bilinear product of the two variables, 
Fxf ⋅=
          (3.28) 
may be approximated by the four linear inequalities (Al-Khayyal and Falk, 1983 and 
McCormick, 1976 ): 
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LoLoLoLo FxFxFxf ⋅−⋅+⋅≥        (3.29) 
UUUU FxFxFxf ⋅−⋅+⋅≥
        (3.20) 
ULoLoU FxFxFxf ⋅−⋅+⋅≤        (3.31) 
LoUULo FxFxFxf ⋅−⋅+⋅≤        (3.32) 
 
So, in the original MINLP, component flowrate equations 3.28 were added.  
These can be seen in equations 3.3 and 3.6.  Also, similar equations were added for the 
bilinear terms involving the now continuous regeneration variables (equation 3.23).  
When linearizing the MINLP, those bilinear constraints were removed and replaced with 
the linear constraints 3.29-3.32.  The bounds chosen for the variables will affect the 
tightness of the approximation.  Knowledge of the process and the likely optimal solution 
must be used in selecting the bounds.  The variable bounds used for the case study are 
given in Table 3.1.   
 
 
Table 3.1 – Variable Bounds Used in MILP 
Variable Lower Bound Upper Bound 
H 0 10 
yin 0.0002 0.005 
yout 0 0.5 
R 0 10 
w 0 0.5 
t 0 240 
Regen 0 1 
 
 
As mentioned before, only the initial section of the adsorber unit performance 
curve was used.  This was because it could be approximated by a linear function and to 
obtain a linear optimization program, a linear unit performance equation must be used.  
The equation used was: 
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nk
out
nk ty ,
6
,
104 ⋅×= −
  
,
 
3,2=k
       (3.33) 
where yout is the outlet component mass fraction and t is the “unit time.”   
 
The cost functions used in this case study consisted of both operating costs and 
capital costs.  The operating cost was calculated by adding the cost of the steady-state 
MSA used in the absorber and the cost of regenerating the unsteady-state adsorbers.  The 
steady-state MSA cost $1.00 per kg MSA used and regeneration of the fixed beds cost 
$1.00 for each regeneration.  The annualized fixed capital cost for all three columns was 
calculated based on the diameter of the columns according to the following equation: 
colDf ⋅=CostColumn         (3.34) 
where f is a cost factor for the type of column divided by the ratio of the optimization 
time horizon to the life expectancy of the equipment (equal to 1 in this case study).  The 
column diameter was calculated based on the maximum flowrate passing through the 
column.  The constraint that was used was: 
nkGsD nk
col
k ,  , ∀⋅≥            (3.35) 
where s is a sizing coefficient, equal to 3 in this case.   
 
The objective function used in the case study was: 
DeviationRelaxationDDDCostRegenCostRegenCost colcolcolMSA ⋅++++++
11
32121 10  
           (3.36) 
where CostMSA is the cost of the total flowrate of the MSA stream in the steady state unit, 
Regen1Cost is the regeneration cost for the first unsteady-state adsorber, Regen2Cost is 
the regeneration cost for the second unsteady-state adsorber, D1col, D2col, and D3col are the 
diameters of the three units, and RelaxationDeviation is the penalty term for the integer 
variable relaxation.   
 
The MILP was run on Hyper LINGO version 8.0, from LINDO Systems Inc. 
using branch-and-bound.  The solution required less than one second using a desktop 
computer with a 2.52 GHz Pentium 4 processor and 512 MB of RAM.  The MILP gave a 
weekly cost of $32.33.  The MINLP was also solved using branch-and-bound on Hyper 
n ∀ 
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LINGO.  Its solution required three seconds and gave a weekly cost of $32.33.  Because 
this is identical to the solution given by the MILP, we know that this is the global 
optimum solution for this problem.  The MINLP solution will rarely equal the MILP 
solution, so the confidence in the globality of the solution must come from the closeness 
of the solution to that given by the MILP.  As stated previously, the MILP solution will 
be influenced by the bounds chosen for the variables.  Thus, it is important to have a feel 
for the process and be able to anticipate certain aspects of the optimal solution.   
 
 
3.4 Conclusions 
A novel representation and solution method was given for the problem of 
optimizing the network structure, operation, schedule, and unit sizes for a mass exchange 
network.  No other solution approach formulated has optimized this type of process in 
such a general way.  The problem formulation creates a mixed-integer nonlinear program 
(MINLP) whose nonlinear constraints may be approximated to give a mixed-integer 
linear program (MILP).  Although introducing a global optimization algorithm was not 
the purpose of this research, a method that could locate the global solution was 
illustrated.  The variable bounds should be chosen wisely for the MILP since they have a 
significant impact on the solution obtained.  A case study illustrating an application of the 
problem formulation and some techniques of global optimization were demonstrated.   
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CHAPTER IV 
OPTIMAL SYNTHESIS AND SCHEDULING OF HYBRID 
DYNAMIC/STEADY-STATE PROPERTY INTEGRATION 
NETWORKS* 
 
4.1 Introduction 
The process industries are characterized by the use of enormous quantities of 
mass and energy.  Therefore, the economic performance of the processing facilities is 
typically tied to their effective usage and transformation of mass and energy.  As such, 
process synthesis, integration, and scheduling activities have traditionally been based on 
tracking and optimizing the allocation of mass and/or energy.  For instance, mass-
integration techniques have provided systematic approaches that can identify rigorous 
targets and implementation strategies for allocation, transformation, and separation of 
chemical species (e.g. El-Halwagi, 1997, Dunn and El-Halwagi, 2003).  A common 
feature of mass-integration techniques is that they are “chemo-centric”; they are based on 
tracking individual chemical species.  It is important to note that there are many industrial 
applications that are not directly governed by the chemical nature of the streams.  For 
instance, the selection of solvents is typically based on properties such as equilibrium 
distribution coefficients, viscosity and volatility.  It is also worth noting that the quality of 
many products and intermediates is described in terms of properties.  Hence, in 
recycling/reusing process and waste streams the properties of those streams must satisfy 
the requirements of the processing units that can accept them.  Additionally, a large 
number of environmental problems are associated with properties of the discharges.  For 
instance, the extent of environmental emissions is typically linked to properties of the 
pollutants (e.g. volatility, solubility, etc.).  Furthermore, the environmental regulations 
involve limits on properties (e.g., pH, color, toxicity, TOC, BOD, ozone-depleting 
ability).  Similarly, ecological consequences of the discharged wastes are dependent on 
*
 Reprinted from Computers & Chemical Engineering, 29, Grooms et al.  “Optimal synthesis and 
scheduling of hybrid dynamic/steady-state property integration networks,” 2318-2325, Copyright 
(2005) with permission from Elsevier.   
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the properties of the pollutants.   
 
In response to this need, the new paradigm of property integration has been 
recently introduced.  Property integration is “a functionality-based, holistic approach to 
the allocation and manipulation of streams and processing units, which is based on the 
tracking, adjustment, assignment, and matching of functionalities throughout the process” 
(El-Halwagi et al., 2004).  Shelley and El-Halwagi (2000) developed the concept of 
property-based clusters as tailored quantities that satisfy intra- and inter-stream 
conservation and used clusters to synthesize property-based separation for mixtures with 
numerous components.  Graphical as well as algebraic techniques have been developed to 
foster material reuse and process modification using property-based approaches.  Single-
property pinch analysis techniques have been developed to optimize the allocation of 
process streams to units based on property constraints (Kazantzi and El-Halwagi, 2005).  
For systems with up to three properties of concern, graphical tools may be used to guide 
the synthesis and analysis tasks (Shelley and El-Halwagi, 2000; El-Halwagi et al., 2004).  
When there are more than three properties, algebraic tools can be employed (Qin et al., 
2004).  Process modification based on properties can be addressed using property-based 
models incorporated in a process synthesis framework (Kazantzi et al., 2004 a,b).  
Moreover, the clustering concept has also been extended to address simultaneous process 
and molecular design problems (Eden et al., 2002, 2004).  
 
While the foregoing research activities on property integration have provided 
many useful techniques and insights, they have a common limitation: they are based on 
synthesizing a steady-state system.  As discussed previously, process units are, in many 
cases, inherently unsteady-state or are best operated in a dynamic mode.  As such, it is 
necessary to incorporate these dynamic units in the analysis and develop a systematic 
procedure for the synthesis and scheduling of the system.  This work introduces the 
problem of developing a systematic procedure to optimize a process containing property-
modifying units.  The units may be steady-state or dynamic units whose performance is 
expressed in terms of input–output relations for designated properties.  A source–
interception–sink representation is developed to embed structural configurations of 
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interest.  This representation is used to optimize the network structure, unit capacities, 
and operation schedule.   
 
 
4.2 Problem Description 
Given is a process with: 
• A set of sources: SOURCES = {i | i = 1,2, …, Nsources} composed of process streams, 
which are available to be allocated.  Each source has a given flowrate, Gi, and is 
characterized by a set of properties: PROPERTIES = {p | p = 1,2, …, Np}.  The 
values of the properties of the sources are also given and designated by inpip , .  
 
• A set of process sinks (units): SINKS = {j | j = 1,2, …, Nsinks}.  Sinks are process units 
that can accept the sources.  Each sink requires a given flowrate, Fj, and property 
values, inpjp , , that satisfy the following constraints: 
max
,
min
,
  pj
in
j,ppj ppp ≤≤  j  SINKS, p   PROPERTIES   (4.1) 
where min
, pjp  and
max
, pjp are given lower and upper bounds on acceptable properties to unit 
j. 
• A set of interception units: INTERCEPTORS =  {k | k =1,2, …, NInt}.  These units 
can be added to the process to adjust the properties of the sources to meet the sink 
requirements.  Some of the interceptors are operated dynamically with the following 
performance equations: 
),,,(
,
int
,
todpfp kkinpipi =         (4.2) 
where int
, pip is the value of the intercepted property leaving the k
th
 interceptor, dk and ok 
are design and operating variables of the kth interceptor, and t is time of operation.  
Clearly, if the unit is operated in a steady-state mode, its intercepted properties are 
independent of t.  
 
The problem statement is schematically represented in Figure 4.1. 
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The objective is to synthesize and schedule a network of sources-interceptors-
sinks that provides optimal allocation and interception of sources while satisfying the 
constraints of the sinks at minimum cost.  In particular, the following are design 
challenges associated with problem: 
• Which interception units should be selected?  To do what? 
• How should the sources be allocated to the interception devices?  Should sources be 
segregated, mixed, or split prior to interception?  What should be the extent of 
interception of each source? 
• How should each intercepted source be allocated?  Should it be mixed with other 
sources?  
• How should the interception and allocation schemes be scheduled so as to cope with 
the time-varying performance of the interceptors while satisfying the steady-state 
requirements of the sinks? 
Property Interception 
Network
“PIN”
(Dynamic & Steady-State 
Process Units)
Sources: Sinks:
1
2
i
Nsources
Nsources-1
1
2
j
Nsinks
Nsinks-1
Figure 4.1. Schematic Representation of Problem
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In order to address these challenging tasks, we start by developing a generic 
representation for the problem and derive a mathematical optimization formulation. 
 
 
4.3 Solution Approach 
4.3.1 Revised Problem Representation and Property Mixing Rules 
 Using a source-interception-sink representation as shown in Figure 4.2, each 
source is first segregated and split into fractions of unknown flow rate (to be optimized).  
Those fractions are allocated to the interception network.  A combination of steady- and 
unsteady-state property-intercepting units are available for use and are numbered 
k=1,2,…,NInt inside the property interception network (PIN).  Within the interception 
network, the properties of each stream are altered if an interception device is used.  The 
optimum extent of interception for each property and stream is to be determined.  A 
stream may also pass through the interception network unchanged indicating that the 
stream is not intercepted.  The streams leaving the interception network are allowed to 
mix and fed to the process sinks.  The optimum mixing ratios are to be determined.  An  
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Figure 4.2. Source-Interception-Sink Representation
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additional sink is used to account for the waste material (unrecycled/unreused material), 
and it is designated as the “waste” sink.  Also, the external fresh can be used in process 
sinks but not the waste sink. 
 
In order to develop a scheduling scheme, we start first by describing the process’s 
operating time through a number of repeating and identical episodes.  The duration of the 
episode corresponds to the cycle time.  Because of the repeating nature of the episodes, it 
is sufficient to optimize the process over an episode and the process will then be 
optimized into infinity.  To insure continuity of the episodes, constraints are added such 
that the state of the process at the end of the episode is identical to the state at the 
beginning of the episode.  This episode time is discretized into a number of time intervals 
over which the process is optimized.  Structural changes (e.g., starting or ending the 
operation of a unit, starting or ending the regeneration of a unit) are performed at the 
beginning (or end) of a time interval.  The index n is used to denote a time interval. 
 
In order to track properties throughout the system, let us first consider property-
mixing rules.  To simplify the mathematical representation, we focus on a single key 
property (p).  Multiple properties can be easily incorporated by adding an extra index for 
properties.  Suppose that several sources are mixed.  Each source (i) has a property value 
(pi).  Consider the following mixing rule for estimating the resulting property of the 
mixture:  
)()(
_
i
i
i pGpG ψψ  ⋅=⋅         (4.3)  
where )( ipψ is the property-mixing operator and G  is the total flow rate of the mixture 
which is given by: 
=
i
iGG          (4.4) 
The property-mixing operators can be evaluated from first principles or estimated 
through empirical or semi-empirical methods.  
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Each source is split into fractions that are passed to the interception devices.  The 
flowrate from source i to interceptor k is called gi,k,n, while the flowrate from interceptor k 
to sink j is labeled hk,j,n.  As mentioned earlier, the flowrate through an interceptor k is 
denoted Hk,n while the property operator value entering and exiting the interceptor is 
designated by yink,n and youtk,n, respectively.  It is also possible to recycle streams leaving 
interception devices and, in turn, they become new sources.  The index for these recycled 
streams is called v.  The flowrate and property operator values of a recycle stream are 
represented as Rv,n and wv,n.   
 
We can now rewrite the sink constraints given by equation 4.1 in terms of the 
property-mixing operator as: 
maxmin
 j
in
jj zzz ≤≤          (4.5) 
 
Now that the terms have been defined, let us revisit the structural representation 
shown in Figure 4.2.  A number of process and fresh source streams which have certain 
properties that need to be modified are numbered 1 through Nsources and are given with 
flowrates and property operator values (Gi,n and ui,n).  Also, a number (Nsinks) of process 
sinks are known along with their flowrate and property operator requirements (Fj,n & zj,n).  
A mixture of steady- and unsteady-state property-intercepting units that are of interest are 
selected and numbered 1,2,…,NInt inside the property interception network (PIN).  The 
flow from source i to unit k is represented as gi,k,n while the flow from unit k to sink j is 
labeled hk,j,n.  The flow rate through a unit denoted Hk,n while the property operator value 
entering and exiting the unit is yink,n and youtk,n respectively.  Finally, flowrates and 
property operator values of possible recycle streams for a property intercepting unit v are 
represented as Rv,n and wv,n.  These recycle streams serve both as sinks and as sources.  
The indices i, j, and k refer to sources, sinks, and property intercepting units respectively, 
while the index n specifies the time interval in question.  The indices k and v are similar, 
both referring to property intercepting units; the only difference is that they are used in 
different contexts – k for describing the units and v for describing the recycle streams 
coming from those units.   
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4.3.2 Solution Formulation 
Performing a material balance on the splitting of the source streams yields the 
equation 
=
k
nkini gG ,,,   TIMEnSOURCESi ∈∈∀   ,       (4.6) 
where TIME is the set of time intervals.  A total balance and a property operator balance 
at the mixing of the source-to-interceptor nodes yields: 
 +=
i v
nkvnkink rgH ,,,,,   TIMEnRSINTERCEPTOk ∈∈∀   ,    (4.7)  
  ⋅+⋅=⋅
i v
nkvnvnkinink
in
nk rwguHy ,,,,,,,,   TIMEnRSINTERCEPTOk ∈∈∀   ,  (4.8) 
A balance on the splitting of the interceptor outlet streams gives the equation 
nk
j
njknk hhH ,,,, +=   TIMEnRSINTERCEPTOk ∈∈∀   ,     (4.9) 
where hk,n refers to the flow from interceptor k to its recycle stream.   
 
Balances on the total flow and the property operators at the mixing of the streams 
to the process sinks give the following equations: 
=
k
njknj hF ,,,   TIMEnSINKSj ∈∈∀   ,       (4.10) 
 ⋅=⋅
k
njk
out
nknjnj hyFz ,,,,,   TIMEnSINKSj ∈∈∀   ,      (4.11) 
Finally, each interceptor has its own recycle stream.  The set of recycle streams from 
interceptors is referred to by U and the index v is used to enumerate its members.  The 
flowrate and property operators of the recycle streams are specified by the equations 
nknv hR ,, =   TIMEnUkv ∈∈=∀   ,        (4.12) 
out
nknv yw ,, =   TIMEnUkv ∈∈=∀   ,        (4.13) 
 
For each steady-state interceptor, a supply operator value, xks, and target operator 
value, xkt, is given and Lk represents the optimizable flowrate of the agent through unit k.   
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Figure 4.3 is a diagram of an unsteady-state unit where qk,n represents the amount 
of accumulated property operator contained in the unit over time interval n.  This load 
can be calculated by the following equation: 
 =−
n nt t
k
out
k
in
kk dtqdtyyH )(         (4.14) 
where Hk is the instantaneous flowrate of the rich stream through unit k, yink and youtk are 
the instantaneous property operators of the rich stream, and qk is the instantaneous load of 
unit k.  To simplify the formulation, we assume that the interceptor operates in a steady-
state mode with its inlet and outlet property operators as well as flowrate taken to be 
constant over the time interval and designated by innky , , 
out
nky , , and nkH , .  These values 
change from one interval to another leading to a step-wise approximation of the nonlinear 
changes in flowrate, inlet and outlet property operators.  Therefore, equation 4.14 
becomes 
 
 −=− +
n nt t
nknk
out
nk
in
nknk dtqqdtyyH )()( ,1,,,,       (4.15) 
where qk,n+1 is the load of unit k at the beginning of interval n+1.  This simplifies to: 
nk
out
nk
in
nknk qyyH ,,,, )( ∆=−           (4.16) 
where ∆qk,n is the net load accumulation for unit k in time interval n.   
 
The load of the interceptor may be tracked using the equation 
Unit 
k
Figure 4.3. Property-Operator Balance for the kth
Unsteady-state Interceptor During the nth Time 
Interval
qk,n
Hk,n, yink,n Hk,n, youtk,n
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nknknk qqq ,,1, ∆+=+     TIMEn ∈       (4.17) 
where qk,0 = 0 when starting the time period with a clean unit. 
 
Another equation that will be needed is an equation for the outlet property 
operator of the unsteady-state unit.   
),,,,,,(
,,,1,, nnkk
in
nknknkn
out
nk todyHtqfy −=       (4.18) 
where dk is the vector of design variables for the kth interceptor, ok,n is the vector of 
operating variables of the kth interceptor during the nth time interval, and tn is the duration 
of the nth interval.  Clearly, for the steady-state interceptors, there is no need to 
incorporate dependence on time intervals or duration. 
  
The unsteady-state interceptors must be frequently taken offline and regenerated.  
A binary integer variable Regenk,n defined as follows: 
Regenk,n  = 1 if interceptor k is being regenerated during the nth time interval 
  = 0 otherwise        (4.19) 
Therefore, 
in
nknknnkk
in
nknknknnk
out
nk yRegentodyHqfRegeny ,,,,,1,,, ),,,,,()1( ⋅+⋅−= −    (4.20) 
and the flowrate entering the kth interceptor during the nth time period is given by a 
revised form of equation 4.7: 
)()1(
,,,,,,
 +⋅−=
i v
nkvnkinknk rgRegenH       (4.21) 
Additionally, equation 4.17 can now be extended to include the effect of regeneration as 
follows: 
),,,()()1(
,1,,,,1,,, nnkknknknknknknknk todqFRegenqqRegenq −− ⋅+∆+⋅−=   (4.22) 
where Fk,n is the functional form of the regeneration period which provides the property 
load in unit k resulting after regeneration for a duration tn. 
  
The total annualized cost per episode (or per operating cycle) “TAC” of the 
interception network is given by: 
 ⋅⋅⋅−=
n k
nknknknk RegenCostRegenonInterceptiCostRegenTAC ]__)1[( ,,,,  (4.23) 
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The form and arguments of the cost expressions equation depend on the characteristics of 
the interceptor and its regeneration.   
 
The foregoing formulation is a mixed-integer nonlinear program (MINLP) whose 
solution provides a synthesized interception and allocation network as well as the 
schedule to operate the system. 
 
 
4.4 Case Study 
To illustrate these concepts, let us consider an environmental application with one 
process source (a wastewater effluent) and one sink in which the objective is to reduce 
the color of a stream to be discharged into the environment.  The effluent is discharged 
from dyeing and rinsing stages and is laden with color from dye.  The color is measured 
by the American Dye Manufacturers Index, ADMI.  The ADMI gives a reference of how 
much color is present compared to a colorless reference, clean water.  The color mixing 
rule is given by Harell (2004) as: 
606.0606.0
i
i
i ADMIxADMI =         (4.24) 
 
The effluent flowrate is 10 kg/min and a property (ADMI) operator of 0.0050.  The 
sink requires a flowrate of 10 kg/min with a maximum property (ADMI) operator of 
0.0002.  One steady-state absorber and two unsteady-state fixed-bed adsorbers were used 
in the PIN.  Experimental data for the performance of the fixed bed in removing color 
from the effluent as a function of time is given by: 
[ ]1)608.0tanh(105.1 4 +−××= − ty out       (4.25) 
where t is measured in minutes and yout is the adsorber outlet property (ADMI) operator.  
Regeneration (using steam) was found to approach a clean bed (i.e., q = 0 at end of 
regeneration).   
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An episode of 4 hours and 10 minutes was used and this was divided into 25 
intervals, giving an interval size of 10 minutes.  So, changes to the process were allowed 
every 10 minutes and the performance of the process cycled every 250 minutes.   
 
The cost functions used in this case study consisted of both operating costs and 
capital costs.  The operating cost was calculated by adding the cost of the steady-state 
MSA used in the absorber and the cost of regenerating the unsteady-state adsorbers.  The 
steady-state MSA cost $0.50 per kg MSA used and regeneration of the fixed beds cost 
$0.50 for each regeneration.  The annualized fixed capital cost for all three columns was 
calculated based on the height and diameter of the columns according to the following 
equation: 
( )yx HDf +=CostColumn        (4.26) 
where f is a cost factor for the type of column divided by the ratio of the optimization 
time horizon to the life expectancy of the equipment.  D is the diameter; x is the diameter 
exponent (equal to 1 in this problem); H is the height; and y is the height exponent (equal 
to 0.9 in this problem).  The objective function used in the case study was: 
( ) ( ) ( )9.0339.0229.01121 1.01.01.0CostRegenCostRegenMSACost HDHDHD ++++++++
 
           (4.27) 
where MSACost is the cost of the total flowrate of the MSA stream in the steady state 
unit, Regen1Cost is the regeneration cost for the first unsteady-state adsorber, Regen2Cost 
is the regeneration cost for the second unsteady-state adsorber, and the final three terms 
are the capital cost for the three columns based on the diameters and height.  The total 
cost was calculated as $630,760/year, consisting of $514,800 for the steady-state MSA 
stream, $52,000 total regeneration cost, and $21,320, $24,960, and $17,680 for the 
adjusted capital costs for the steady-state column, and the first and second unsteady-state 
columns respectively.  
 
 
The diameters of the columns in this problem were calculated by dividing the 
maximum volumetric flowrate of the stream flowing through the column by an optimal 
superficial velocity of 1 m/min to obtain an optimal cross-sectional area.  The height of the 
steady-state absorber column was calculated using a Kremser-like equation based on the 
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color operator, while the heights of the unsteady-state fixed-bed columns were calculated 
by multiplying a sizing factor by the maximum flow through the column.   
 
The mixed-integer nonlinear program (MINLP) was run on Hyper LINGO 
version 8.0, from LINDO Systems Inc using branch-and-bound.  The solution required 
five minutes using a desktop computer with a 2.52 GHz Pentium 4 processor and 512 MB 
of RAM.   
 
Figures 4.4a, b, & c show the process conditions at various times as given by the 
optimization results.  The units are numbered 1, 2, and 3 where unit 1 is the steady-state 
absorber and units 2 and 3 are the fixed-bed columns.  These diagrams illustrate how the 
information obtained from this optimization solution may be used in process operation.   
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Figure 4.4a. Solution Structure for Sample Interval 7 
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4.5 Conclusions 
This work demonstrates the utility of property integration tools in synthesizing 
and scheduling a mixed dynamic/steady-state network of sources, sinks and interceptors 
based on key properties for a process.  A new procedure has been introduced for the 
synthesis and scheduling of property-interception and allocation networks.  A basic 
feature of this problem was the incorporation of dynamic interception units whose 
performance was expressed in terms of input and output properties.  The work has 
1 
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2.35 
Figure 4.4b. Solution Structure for Sample Interval 8 
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Regenerating 
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Figure 4.4c. Solution Structure for Sample Interval 25 
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introduced a general framework and a mathematical program to address the synthesis and 
optimization of interception and allocation networks and the operational scheduling of 
the system based on properties.  A case study was presented to demonstrate the 
applicability of the proposed formulation of the problem and the steps followed to 
address this problem in a real dyeing process with the color index (ADMI) as the key 
property.  The case study illustrated that not only does this optimization formulation yield 
the optimum unit sizes and network configuration, but also the regeneration schedule for 
the fixed beds and the optimum distribution of flows to each unit to minimize both the 
operating and capital cost.   
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CHAPTER V 
OPTIMAL DESIGN AND SCHEDULING OF SEMI-BATCH 
ADSORPTIVE/REGENERATIVE SYSTEMS FOR INDUSTRIAL 
WATER PURIFICATION 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Water purification has many uses and is accomplished by many different means.  
Water is the most widely used chemical in industrial processes, used in cooling, dilution, 
separation, and lubrication.  Along with its use comes the need to remove contaminants, 
whether in the supply side (water for cooling towers and boilers) or on the discharge side 
(discharge wastewater treatment).  Methods used to purify vary depending on the extent 
of purity required, on the amount of contaminants removed, and on the amount of water 
handled.  Common technologies include carbon filtration, ion exchange, reverse osmosis, 
membrane filtration, and flocculation.   
 
However these technologies are used, they all become saturated or used up and 
require some kind of regeneration or replacement.  The regeneration operation should be 
conducted so that the usage of the purification technology is maximized while still 
meeting the requirements of the process.  However, although much emphasis is placed on 
ensuring the purification operation functions optimally, little attention is paid to the 
regeneration operation.  Optimizing this area may also result in better purification 
performance and reduced cost.   
 
There has been much research into minimizing process water waste in chemical 
operations (Gabriel & El-Halwagi, 2005; Wang & Smith, 1994), but little work has been 
done on designing and configuring a complete system to treat that wastewater.  Several 
papers exist on determining good process conditions (pH, chemical additives, etc.) in a 
water treatment system that has been otherwise already determined (Tlili et al., 2003; 
Clever et al., 2000) and work has been done on formulating detailed kinetic models of the 
reactions that occur in waste treatment (Li et al., 2002).  However, nothing has been 
published to demonstrate a general, overall process optimization methodology to 
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systematically design the best water treatment system (with its associated regeneration 
process).   
 
This work will describe a generic water purification operation and the difficulties 
involved in optimizing its design.  A procedure to target the minimum liquid discharge, 
design the optimum system and operation schedule, and trade off additional discharge 
amounts with lower capital costs will be given.  An industrial case study will be solved to 
illustrate the procedure.  Although the case study will use a specific purification 
technology, the method used to optimize the system may be applied to any other 
technology.   
 
 
5.2 Problem Description 
Consider an industrial wastewater stream whose flowrate is Fwater and 
contaminant concentration is cin.  It is desired to reduce the contaminant concentration to 
cout using an adsorptive water purification system (e.g., ion exchange, adsorption).  An 
adsorptive mass separating agent (MSA) is used to remove the contaminant and is 
circulated in the water purification unit.  The used MSA with a contaminant 
concentration of xused is cleaned with a regeneration operation and returned to the water-
purification unit at a contaminant concentration of xclean.  Figure 5.1 is a schematic 
representation of the system.  The time-averaged flowrate of the MSA, L as well as its 
inlet and outlet concentrations (xused and xclean) are unknown and to be determined through 
optimization.  The MSA regeneration operation consists of multiple steps.  First, the 
MSA is contacted with a regeneration agent, or regenerant.  Next, the MSA is washed, or 
polished, with a different material, referred to as a wash.  The nature of the regenerant 
and wash materials, as well as the specifics of the regenerant and wash flows, will depend 
on the MSA used in the process.  As a result of the regeneration and the washing steps, a 
liquid waste is formed and discharged.  The time-averaged flowrate of the discharged 
waste, D, is unknown.  
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The main adsorption/ion-exchange unit receives a continuous flowrate of the 
wastewater.  The regeneration and rinsing steps are batch operations and may involve 
multiple units for each step.  The used MSA is continuously withdrawn from the main 
unit at a rate L while the clean MSA is periodically returned to the main unit in batches at 
an average rate L to make up for the MSA that is being taken to regeneration.  Batches of 
clean MSA are periodically returned to the main vessel at a time-averaged rate L to make 
up for the MSA that is being taken to regeneration.  Because the regeneration and wash 
steps are batch operations, the materials used for regeneration and washing are used in 
batches, but at average flows RFlow and W.  The discharged waste, D, is also a time-
averaged calculation of a batch flow.  The time-averaged flowrate of the returned MSA is 
described by the following equation: 
( )
τ
τ

=
0
dttl
L           (5.1) 
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where l(t) is the instantaneous MSA flowrate at a time t and τ is the length of a system 
cycle.  A system cycle is defined as the period between when a certain regeneration unit 
begins to fill with used MSA until the time the same unit begins the next batch.  RFlow, W, 
and D are averaged in the same way.   
 
 
Table 5.1 summarizes the operating modes of streams in terms of continuous 
versus batch operations. 
 
 
Table 5.1. Operating Modes of the Streams 
Stream Mode Symbol Basis 
Incoming 
wastewater 
Continuous Fwater  Actual 
Flowrate 
MSA entering 
main purification 
vessel 
Batch L Time- 
Averaged 
MSA leaving 
main purification 
vessel 
Continuous L Actual 
Flowrate 
Regenerant entering 
all regeneration vessels 
Batch RFlow  Time- 
Averaged 
Wash (Water) entering 
all rinse vessels  
Batch W Time- 
Averaged 
Waste discharged from the 
system 
Batch D Time- 
Averaged 
 
 
Because MSA regeneration and washing are operated in a batch mode, multiple 
units may be used.  The regeneration and washing network may be configured in one of 
two ways: single- or multi-purpose units.  If the units are multi-purpose, the MSA is 
regenerated and washed in the same vessel.  For single-purpose units, after the MSA is 
regenerated in one unit, it is transferred to another unit for washing.  The configurations 
of the two alternatives are illustrated in Figures 5.2 and 5.3.   
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It is desired to develop a systematic and generally-applicable procedure that can 
achieve the following for a water purification system similar to that described above: 
• Identify the optimal MSA technology  
• Determine a target for minimum liquid discharge (MLD) of the waste  
leaving the system 
• Optimize the size and operation of the main purification vessel 
• Optimize the number, arrangement, design, and scheduling of the 
regeneration vessels 
• Optimize the number, arrangement, design, and scheduling of the rinse 
vessels 
• Identify the optimal operating schemes and flows of the regenerant and 
washing solution 
• Establish an economic trade-off for discharging more than the MLD 
 
 
5.3 Solution Approach 
The aforementioned problem involves several complicating factors.  Before 
formulating an optimization approach, it is beneficial to decompose the problem into 
several tractable stages and develop a solution approach for each portion.  Later, these 
solution steps will be integrated to form the solution procedure.  We propose the 
following three-pronged approach (illustrated by Figure 5.4): 
 
1. Targeting for MLD: In this stage, a benchmark is established for the 
minimum target of waste discharge.  This target is to be identified ahead 
of detailed design and without commitment to the final system 
configuration, operation, or schedule.  The target should be determined 
based on incoming water data, desired purification objectives, as well as 
data and constraints for the MSA and the regenerating agent.  The 
outcome of this benchmarking stage is to determine the minimum flow 
of the waste along with the associated flows of the MSA, the 
regenerant, and the rinse agent.  
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2. Network Synthesis, Design, and Scheduling for MLD: Once the 
target for MLD and associated flows are determined, one can proceed 
with the design and operation of the system to meet the process 
specifications at minimum cost.  This involves the optimal identification 
of various many design and operating variables.  For example: how 
many units for regeneration and washing should be used?  How should 
they be configured?  Should there be separate units for regeneration and 
washing or should they be combined in the same units?  What are the 
optimum batch sizes for regeneration and washing?  How often should 
the regeneration and washing steps occur?  What are optimal sizes of 
the units used for purification, regeneration, and washing?  The 
outcome of this stage should provide an optimum design and operating 
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scheme for the system and sufficient details about cost, configuration, 
sizing, and scheduling. 
3. Cost Tradeoffs: While MLD is desirable from an environmental 
perspective, it is important to identify the appropriate level of waste 
discharge that balances environmental and economic considerations.  
Here, we propose a two-level optimization approach.  At the top level, 
the extent of waste discharge is varied.  For each level of discharge, 
system synthesis, design, and scheduling can be used to evaluate the 
minimum cost solution at that level.  In each iteration, the waste flow is 
increased according to: 
DDD kk ∆+= −1        (5.2) 
Where k is the iteration index and ∆D is the increase in waste discharge 
in each iteration.  The iterations are continued until the waste flow 
reaches a maximum allowable waste discharge (Dmax).  The results 
establish the Pareto tradeoff (or non-inferior curve) between the waste 
discharge (D) and the minimum cost.  The entire procedure is repeated 
for each MSA technology under consideration to determine the optimal 
system to use.   
 
5.3.1 Minimum Liquid Discharge Targeting Procedure: 
The minimum liquid discharge problem may be formulated as a nonlinear 
optimization program.  The program will minimize the objective function, which is the 
discharge of the system, made up of several components: 
WaterBWRD XS +++=         (5.3) 
RXS is the excess amount of regenerant above the stoichiometric amount used to 
regenerate the MSA.  W is the flow of the material used for washing.  B is the flow of the 
salt or other complex formed by the removed contaminant.  The Water term describes 
water added to the regeneration system from several sources.  One is water possibly used 
to dilute the regenerant, T.  For some ion exchange and other technologies, acid is used to 
regenerate the MSA.  Commercial acid is normally too concentrated to use, so water from 
some source must be used to dilute it to the proper concentration.  The other source 
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making up the Water term is water used to fluidize the MSA.  Normally, the MSA used 
in a water purification application is a solid and when pumping it through the system, 
water is used to create a slurry so that pumps may be used.  This fluidization water is 
denoted by a fluidized void fraction of the MSA, ε, times the flowrate of the MSA: εL.  
Obviously, to minimize the total liquid discharge, each of the components that make up 
the discharge must be minimized individually, with the exception of the removed 
contaminant flow, which will be fixed for given process requirements and MSA used.   
 
The program will have several constraints to describe the material balances, 
purification, regeneration & washing performances, number of units, and unit cycle 
times.  The material balance equations will describe the main ion exchange operation as 
well as the MSA regeneration and washing operations.  The flows possible in the system 
will be limited by the sizes of the process units.  The unit sizes also will affect and be 
partially determined by the process cycle time (operation schedule).  The operation 
schedule and design of the process units may be optimized similar to the procedure 
described by Grooms et al. (2005).  Unit performance equations are used to describe the 
behavior of the units as a function of their run times (time between regeneration) while 
operation costs balance superior unit performance due to frequent regeneration with 
increased operation and lost opportunity costs from taking units out of service.  Mass 
balance and process requirement equations further constrain the optimization.   
 
Using these constraints, the nonlinear optimization program may be solved.  
However, because the program is very nonlinear, the solution obtained will be a local 
optimum.  That is, because the problem has multiple solutions, there is no way to 
guarantee that a particular solution is truly the global minimum.  Therefore, an alternative 
solution method was created that used some simple insights about the process to simplify 
the problem and make it tractable without the loss of any generality.   
 
The concept of targeting system performance is used extensively in process 
integration.  The theory is to determine the design goal for whatever aspect of the process 
is of concern before the details of the process are designed.  This way, important 
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feasibility and design information are obtained before additional effort is spent in detailed 
work.  Targeting concepts have been previously applied in many process integration 
areas, such as mass exchange networks (El-Halwagi & Manousiouthakis, 1990; 
Noureldin & El-Halwagi, 2000), material recycle/reuse networks (El-Halwagi et al., 
2003), heat exchange networks (Manousiouthakis & Martin, 2004; Zhu et al., 1995), and 
property interception (Kazantzi & El-Halwagi, 2005; Eden et al., 2005).   
 
By identifying the flows entering and exiting the regeneration system, we can 
quickly determine the flows that are discharged.  From Figure 5.5, we can refine our 
equation for the discharge flow.  We can see that in addition to the terms RXS, W, and B 
from equation 5.2, we have the dilution water flow T, and the fluidization water term  
(ε1 - ε2) . L.  ε1 is the fluidization void fraction of the MSA-water mixture entering the  
 
 
Regenerant 
Wash 
Waste 
Discharge 
Used MSA 
ε1  
. L 
RFresh  
W 
D = RXS + W + B + T + (ε1 - ε2)  . L 
Figure 5.5 Discharge Targeting Diagram 
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Regenerant 
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regeneration system from the main purification vessel and ε2 is the void fraction of the 
MSA-water mixture leaving the regeneration system and returning to the purification 
vessel.  This term represents the net movement of fluidization water into or out of the 
regeneration system.   
 
While several terms making up the liquid discharge will be determined based on 
the system parameters, we can draw some conclusions about the dilution, fluidization, 
and excess regenerant flows simply from our knowledge of the system.  As can be seen 
from Figure 5.5, any regenerant that is used in excess of the stoichiometric amount 
required will be discharged unused.  This is a significant cost because not only is more 
regenerant being purchased than is necessary, but it also results in an additional discharge 
cost.  So a single mistake results in two additional costs.  Thus, the amount of regenerant 
used should be carefully monitored to ensure there is no excess waste.  In some 
situations, excess regenerant is necessary for mass transfer purposes but here also, the 
amount used should be precisely controlled at the necessary level to reduce both the cost 
and also the discharge amount.  It will be assumed from here that proper control is 
achieved and excess regenerant is not used.   
 
Regarding the fluidization water, it would seem that ε2 should be maximized to 
minimize the total discharge.  However, the fluid making up the void fraction leaving the 
regeneration system possibly contains regenerant material, which often harms the 
performance of the water purification process.  Therefore, ε2 should be minimized to 
ensure adequate purification and ε1 should be minimized to reduce the liquid discharge.  
This can be accomplished through various operating strategies or methods.  If they have 
similar values, the additional discharge from fluidization water will be negligible.   
 
While water is normally required to dilute the regenerant, the source of that water 
can be used to minimize the discharge amount.  Rather than using fresh water to dilute, 
the used wash material may normally be used.  Depending on the relative values, this 
may reduce the discharge amount by as much as the entire amount required for dilution.  
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If T is greater than the wash flow, the entire used wash flow will be recycled and the 
fresh dilution flow may be reduced as shown: 
 WTT Fresh −=   for T > W      (5.4) 
If T is less than or equal to the wash flow (the more common situation), the fresh dilution 
flow may be eliminated altogether and the recycled flow will be the difference between 
the two: 
TWT cy −=Re   for T ≤ W       (5.5) 
Since it is very common for the wash flow to be acceptable to be used to dilute the 
regenerant and the amount needed for dilution to be less than that required for washing, it 
will be assumed from this point that a portion of the used wash flow is used to dilute the 
regenerant and there will be no additional discharge from dilution needs.   
 
The amount of contaminant discharged may be found from the extent of 
purification achieved.  That is, the amount that is removed from the water being purified 
must be discharged after it is removed from the regenerated MSA.  This may be 
calculated using the following equation: 
( )outinwater ccFI −⋅=          (5.6) 
where I is the ion or other impurity that is removed from the contaminated water stream.  
It should be noted that I is independent of the MSA technology or the operating 
conditions.  Different MSA technologies will have different methods for removing the 
contaminant.  For some technologies, the contaminant will be bound to a salt or other 
complex.  This combination will make up the B term in the discharge expression.  For 
example: in ion exchange, the ion is bound to an oppositely charged ion from the 
regenerant to form a salt.  For activated carbon regenerated with steam, the combination 
of the steam and the impurity will comprise the B term.  So the specific calculation will 
vary with different MSA technologies.  But the general equation is: 
BHI Reg =+           (5.7) 
where HReg is the part of the regenerant that forms the complex with the removed 
impurity.  So, B may be found knowing only the impurity removal requirements and the 
properties of the MSA technology being used.   
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The last component of the discharge flow is the used wash.  The wash amount is a 
fixed ratio of the regenerated MSA flow: 
LWW ratio ⋅=           (5.8) 
calculated using the minimum wash ratio Wratio, specified by the MSA manufacturer.  So 
the wash flow is solely dependent on the MSA flowrate.  The MSA flowrate must be 
calculated using several pieces of data that may be obtained from the MSA manufacturer: 
the minimum regenerant ratio, the regeneration performance curve, and the water flow 
and purity specifications.  The regeneration performance curve obtained from the 
manufacturer may be used to generate an equation relating the extent of regeneration (∆x) 
to the amount of regenerant used relative to the MSA flow (R/L).   






=∆
L
Rfx           (5.9) 
where f is some function obtained from the curve or data provided from the manufacturer.  
The minimum R/L ratio may be used in the above function and the ∆x for the minimum 
regenerant flow may then be calculated.  Then, the water purification operation mass 
balance is used to determine the MSA flow: 
( )
x
ccFL outin
∆
−⋅
=          (5.10) 
The minimum regeneration flow is calculated using the equation: 
L
L
RR ⋅





=
min
         (5.11) 
 
We have thus targeted the minimum liquid discharge which is independent of the 
system or method of operation we choose from this point on using very basic process and 
material data. 
 
Because in later steps of our design we may use a regeneration ratio larger than 
the minimum, we call the ratio of regenerant to MSA flow Rratio: 
L
RR Flowratio =           (5.12) 
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5.3.2 Optimum Scheduling and Design for Minimum Discharge: 
Once the minimum liquid discharge has been targeted, the unit sizes, operation 
schedule, and system configuration may be found.   
 
As mentioned previously, two configurations of regeneration networks may be 
used – single-purpose or multi-purpose units.  There is no advantage to using a mixture of 
the two systems, so a discrete choice of one of the two systems must be made.  Total 
costs will be calculated for each system and the lower-cost configuration will be selected.   
 
We can use some simple insights to easily determine the total unit volumes and 
cycle times of the two systems.  If the time required for regeneration and washing (TR & 
TW) of the MSA is known, the volume of the necessary regeneration system may be 
calculated.  For example, for the multi-use unit regeneration system, the time between 
regenerated MSA batches is 
N
TT WR + where N is the number of regeneration units in the 
system.  Since for a water flowrate, Fwater, into the main vessel an average MSA flowrate, 
L, must be regenerated, the volume of a regeneration/wash unit must be the MSA 
flowrate plus the larger of the regenerant and the wash flow multiplied by the time, 
[ ]
N
TTWRL
N
TTLV WRratioratioWR
useMulti
R
+
⋅⋅+
+
⋅=
−
,maxarg  
   ( )ratioWR RN
TTL +⋅+⋅= 1        (5.13) 
if Rratio ≥ Wratio (the most common case).  When multiplied by the number of units, we 
obtain the total volume of the multi-use regeneration system, 
( )ratioWRuseMultiTotal RN
TTLNV +⋅+⋅⋅=− 1  
   ( ) ( )ratioWR RTTL +⋅+⋅= 1 ,   if Rratio ≥ Wratio     (5.14) 
which is intuitively correct.  The number of units will be the total volume divided by the 
volume of each unit: 
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( ) ( )
useMulti
R
ratioWR
useMulti
R
useMulti
TotaluseMulti
V
RTTL
V
VN
−−
−
−
+⋅+⋅
==
1
     (5.15) 
 
For the single-use unit regeneration system the process is similar.  The time 
between regenerated MSA batches is 
N
TR and the volume of the MSA in each batch must 
be 
N
TL R⋅ .  So, the volume of a regeneration unit is 
N
TRL
N
TLV RratioR
useSingle
R ⋅⋅+⋅=
−
 
   ( )ratioR RN
TL +⋅⋅= 1         (5.16) 
The time between washed MSA batches is 
M
TW
 (where M is the number of washing units) 
and the volume of MSA in each batch is still 
N
TL R⋅ .  The volume of a wash unit may be 
calculated as  
N
TWL
N
TLV RratioR
useSingle
W ⋅⋅+⋅=
−
 
   ( )ratioR WN
TL +⋅⋅= 1         (5.17) 
Since a batch of 
N
TL R⋅ of MSA is returned to the main vessel at time intervals of 
M
TW and 
an average flowrate of L is desired,  
L
M
T
N
TL
W
R
=
⋅
          (5.18) 
So, 
M
T
N
T WR
=           (5.19) 
Or rearranging,  
R
W
T
TNM ⋅=           (5.20) 
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Using this, we can calculate the total volume of the single-use regeneration system: 
( ) ( )ratioRratioRuseSingleTotal WN
TLMR
N
TLNV +⋅⋅⋅++⋅⋅⋅=− 11  
   ( ) ( )[ ]ratioWratioR WTRTL +⋅++⋅⋅= 11       (5.21) 
As in the multi-use unit network, the number of regeneration units may be found by 
dividing the total regeneration volume by the single-unit volume: 
( )
useSingle
R
ratioRuseSingle
V
RTLN
−
−
+⋅⋅
=
1
        (5.22) 
The number of wash units is found using a similar equation: 
( )
useSingle
W
ratioWuseSingle
V
WTLM
−
−
+⋅⋅
=
1
        (5.23) 
By inspection, we see that the equations for total volume of the two systems 
(equations 5.14 & 5.21) are equivalent if Rratio=Wratio, which intuitively should be the 
case.  So we can say that if the two parameters Rratio and Wratio are very similar, there is 
little savings in using separate units for regeneration and washing so the decision should 
be made based on other factors.  However, if there is a large difference, separate single-
use units would give a significantly smaller total volume, but a few more total units than 
the multi-use unit system.  We will illustrate the two systems for a given application in 
the following section. 
 
Now that the total regeneration and washing system volumes have been found, the 
individual unit sizes will be determined.  The maximum allowable diameter of a unit may 
be calculated in many different methods, one of which will be demonstrated in the case 
study in the next section.  The maximum diameter should be used because based on 
economy of scale, it is more cost-effective to use a small number of large units than many 
smaller units.  However, normally the diameter of the unit will be limited by mass 
transfer hydrodynamic effects.  It must be ensured that there is sufficient mass transfer so 
that the MSA is sufficiently regenerated and washed.  After finding the diameter, the 
volume of the individual units may be calculated.  Next, the number of units required is 
found by dividing the total regeneration (or wash) volume required (as calculated 
previously) by the individual unit volumes as in equations 5.15, 5.22, and 5.23.  The 
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number and sizes of units in both configurations of the regeneration network are found 
because the cost of both systems will be calculated and compared to determine which is 
the optimal configuration.  The diameter and volume of the main water purification 
vessel may also be calculated based on the water and MSA flows required (F & L) to 
ensure sufficient mass transfer is present.  The number and sizes of all of the main 
process vessels has now been found.   
 
To calculate the cost of the system, the final component of the operation cost must 
be found.  Although the MSA is not consumed in the purification and regeneration 
operations, it will gradually become deactivated or unusable.  Thus, a small amount of 
make-up MSA will be part of the operation cost of the system.  The rest of the operation 
cost will consist of discharge disposal, regenerant and wash material cost, and pumping 
and utility costs.  The cost of the multi-use unit regeneration system will be found 
according to the following equation: 
( ) ( ){ }
( )LifetimeEquipment 
Coston Unit RegeneratiCoston Unit Purificati +
=
−useMultiCost  
  ( ) ( ) ( )CostMSA  up-MakeCostWash Cost Regenerant +++  
  ( ) ( )CostUtility Cost Pumping ++       (5.24) 
The cost for the single-use unit regeneration system will be calculated in the same way, 
but with additional consideration of the washing units: 
( ) ( ) ( ){ }
( )LifetimeEquipment 
CostWash Unit Coston Unit RegeneratiCoston Unit Purificati ++
=
−useMultiCost  
  ( ) ( ) ( )CostMSA  up-MakeCostWash Cost Regenerant +++  
  ( ) ( )CostUtility Cost Pumping ++       (5.25) 
5.3.3 Two-level Optimization Procedure: 
The two-level procedure to optimize the system is shown graphically in Figure 
5.6.  If the total discharge amount is the only system parameter of concern because of 
environmental, disposal, or other factors, then the minimum liquid discharge targeting 
will give the feasibility of the system and the process described above to design and 
schedule the system for minimum discharge will give the optimal design and operation 
schedule for the system.  However, if possible, a two-level optimization procedure will be  
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followed to balance operating and capital costs.  Any other available MSA technologies 
will also be evaluated in this way to compare costs and discharge amounts from a range 
of separation alternatives.   
 
If the discharge amount is flexible and it is possible to discharge a quantity greater 
than the minimum, then it may be possible to further optimize the purification system.  
After the minimum liquid discharge is targeted and the optimal system design and 
Figure 5.6 
Two-level Water Purification System Optimization Procedure 
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schedule is formulated, the design process is repeated using a slightly larger discharge 
amount.  The quantity discharged is incrementally increased until reaching some 
maximum value and the total system cost is calculated for each increment.  Using a plot 
of the data, a trade-off between operational costs and capital costs should be seen and the 
minimum cost for each configuration (multi-use regeneration units versus single-use 
units) is determined.  The configuration and process variables resulting in the minimum 
cost are recorded.  The entire sequence may then be repeated for any additional MSA 
technologies that are available and the minimum cost for each technology may be 
compared to choose the best technology.   
 
 
5.4 Case Study 
The industrial case that will be studied is purification of 600 gal/min of water from 
an underground well for use in cooling.  The water is high in sodium which must be 
reduced from a concentration of 50,000 ppm to 10,000 ppm.  The MSA technology under 
consideration is an ion exchange resin.  Some process and MSA parameters are given in 
Table 5.2.   
 
 
Table 5.2. Case Study Parameters 
Fwater  600 gpm 
c
in
  0.05 
c
out
  0.01 
Min
ratioR  0.6 
Wratio 0.1 
TR 20 minutes 
TW 10 minutes 
CV 2.7 
CR 0.6 
CW 0.1 
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Table 5.2 Continued 
CB  0.15 
CL  1.5 
Min
FluxR  3 L/ft2 
Max
FluxR  5 L/ft2 
 
 
We will examine regeneration systems with both single- and multi-purpose units.  
Using the purification requirements, the amount of sodium removed is calculated as 
shown in equation 5.6: 
( ) ( )
s
kg 51.101.005.0
s
kg85.37 =−⋅




=−⋅= outinwater ccFI    (5.26) 
∆x may be determined using an expression for the regeneration performance of the ion 
exchange resin: 
( )( ) ( ) ( )[ ] 578.06.030ln2.030ln2.0
min
=⋅⋅=⋅⋅=∆ L
Rx     (5.27) 
Next, the MSA flowrate may be calculated from equation 10: 
( )
s
kg
 62.2
578.0
s
kg
 51.1
==
∆
=
∆
−⋅
=
x
I
x
ccFL outinwater      (5.28) 
Now, the minimum regenerant flowrate may be found using the MSA flowrate and the 
minimum regenerant ratio as in equation 5.11: 
( )
s
kg
 57.1
s
kg
 62.26.0
min
=




⋅=⋅





= L
L
RRFlow      (5.29) 
Note that if dilution of the regenerant were necessary, the mass of the dilution water 
would be added to the above calculation.  The wash flow is similarly found using 
equation 8.   
( )
s
kg26.0
s
kg62.21.0 =




⋅=⋅= LWW ratio      (5.30) 
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The regeneration process using HCl to remove the impurity, sodium, from the ion 
exchange resin and replaces it with a hydrogen ion.  In this way, NaCl salt is created and 
discharged.  The regeneration reaction is shown in the following equation: 
Resin-HNaClHClResin-Na +→+       (5.31) 
The amount of brine, B, discharged is calculated using a 1:1 mole ratio between HCl and 
NaCl from the above equation: 
( )
s
kg
 84.345.58
23
s
kg51.1
=⋅=⋅= NaCl
Na
M
M
IB      (5.32) 
For our application, we must use 10% excess regenerant to ensure sufficient regeneration, 
so 10% of the regenerant will be discharged.  Our MSA does not require dilution of the 
acid, so we don’t have to recycle used wash flow to dilute the acid.  Also, the difference 
between the water fluidization amounts (ε1 and ε2) is negligible.  So, the minimum 
discharge amount is found as by adding the brine and wash volumetric flows:   
( ) 





⋅




⋅+





⋅




=++=
kg 1.18
L 1
s
kg
 .5711.0
kg 1
L 1
s
kg
 26.0BRWD XS   
          





⋅



+
kg 2.165
L 1
s
kg
 84.3  
         
s
L
 167.2=        (5.33) 
 
We have targeted for the minimum liquid discharge and this is feasible for our 
application so we continue to designing the optimum system and operation for our 
process.  First we will design an optimal process with the multi-use regeneration system 
configuration, then using the single-use configuration.  The total regeneration volume 
required for the multi-use system is calculated using equation 5.14: 
( ) ( )ratioWRuseMultiTotal RTTLV +⋅+⋅=− 1
 
( ) ( ) ( )6.01min 10min 20
min
sec60
kg 1.5
L 1
s
kg
 .622 +⋅+⋅	






⋅





⋅




=   
 gal 1329L 5030 ==         (5.34) 
To use equation 5.15 to calculate the number of regeneration units, we must find the 
volume of a single unit.  In this case, we are given liquid flux limits from the MSA 
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manufacturer to ensure sufficient mass transfer.  We are given limits of 3-5 L/s.ft2 for the 
regeneration flux.  We wish to have the maximum size unit possible, so we use the lower 
limit to calculate the diameter.  The equation to calculate the diameter of a unit using a 
given flux is: 






⋅=
pi
4
Flux
Flow
R R
N
R
D
         (5.35) 
The volume of a unit with this diameter would be calculated and used in equation 5.15 to 
find the number of units.  This would give: 
2
3
4
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⋅
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     (5.36) 
which is an implicit equation in N.  The equation may be explicitly solved for N to give 
the following equation: 
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       (5.37) 
To use this equation we will need to calculate the liquid flow of regenerant using a 
density of 1.18 kg/L for the acid.  As mentioned above, if dilution of the regenerating 
acid were necessary, the total diluted mass would be included in this calculation.   
s
L
 33.1
kg 1.18
L 1
s
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=FlowR       (5.38) 
Using this, the number of regeneration units in the multi-use unit system is calculated: 
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( )
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  units 32units 61.31 ==       (5.39) 
We may now find the sizes of the individual units using equation 5.35: 
( ) ( ) ft 133.04ftsL 332
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This procedure is repeated to find the total system volume, number of units, and 
unit sizes for the single-use unit regeneration system.  The procedure will be identical to 
that followed above, but the equations will be slightly different.  First, we find the total 
volumes of the regeneration and washing systems using equation 5.21: 
( )ratioRTotalR RTLV +⋅⋅= 1use-Single ( ) ( )6.01
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s 60
min 20
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The number of regeneration and washing units is now found using an equation similar to 
equation 5.37.  The calculations are performed using the total regeneration and washing 
system volumes, the regenerant and wash liquid flows, and the lower liquid flux limit of 
3 L/s.ft2.   
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Finally, we find the sizes of the individual regeneration and washing units in the 
single-use unit system configuration using equation 5.35: 
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The size of the main water purification unit may also be calculated by using a 
lower flux limit governing mass transfer in the purification stage: 
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The total process cost of the two systems may now be calculated using equations 
5.24 and 5.25.  For our application, the pumping and utility costs are negligible compared 
to the other costs for the process.  The make-up MSA flow is calculated using a 
deactivation factor of 1% of the circulating flow: 
( )
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The total process cost of the multi-use regeneration unit system will be: 
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where CV is the volumetric cost of a vessel, ELT is the expected lifetime of the capital 
equipment, CL is the cost of the MSA, CD is the volumetric cost of any material 
discharged, CR is the unit cost of regenerant, and CW is the unit cost of wash material.  
The cost of the entire process with the single-use regeneration unit system will be: 
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So the total cost is $19,500 per period for the single-use system versus $28,600 for the 
multi-use system using the minimum stoichiometric regenerant flow. 
 
Now that two optimal systems have been designed, along with their operational 
parameters, the two-level optimization procedure is followed.  For our application, the 
maximum allowable discharge amount is 2.3 L/s due to environmental regulations.  So, 
the regenerant flow is incrementally increased until the maximum discharge amount is 
reached.  The above calculations are repeated for each case and the costs of the two 
regeneration system configurations are calculated.  Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the results 
of those calculations for the current case study.   
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The total cost of each system is calculated and plotted for increasing regenerant 
flow.  The number of units is also plotted against the regenerant flow.  From these 
calculations, we can see that the minimum cost for the multi-use unit regeneration system 
is $18,940 per period at a discharge flow of 2.203 L/s while the single-use system 
minimum cost is $28,000 per period with a flow of 2.216 L/s.  So, we would choose to use 
the multi-use unit regeneration system with 21 units, which yields the minimum cost.   
 
From the graphs, we see that for a constant number of units, the cost increases as 
the discharge flow increases due to the increasing sizes of the units and the increased 
usage of regenerant.  However, as the discharge flow increases, the units become large 
enough to reduce the number used.  Using one fewer unit dramatically reduces the cost of 
the system and results in the sharp drop seen in the graphs.  However, as the discharge 
flow increases even more, the unit diameters required become so large that even reducing 
the number used does not make up for the increasing size of the units.  So, from this type 
of plot, it is easy to identify the number of units that will yield the minimum cost.   
Figure 5.8. Single-use Unit Regeneration System Cost Profile
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When planning the operation of the system, the discharge flow should be chosen 
that is slightly above the minimum-cost point so that system disturbances don’t harm the 
operation of the system.  For example, if the system were operated at the absolute 
minimum-cost point (D = 2.203 L/s for the multi-use system here) and the regenerant flow 
dropped temporarily for some reason (control disturbance, blockage in a pipe, etc.), then 
there would be insufficient flow in the units for adequate mass exchange.  This would 
result in incomplete regeneration and ultimately, poor treated water quality.  Thus, the 
discharge flow should be slightly higher than minimum for the desired number of units 
(perhaps 2.21 L/s in our example) which would be at a point slightly above the bottom on 
the 21-unit line in our graph.  The additional cost for this safety margin may be easily 
seen and balanced against the need for quality assurance.  Thus, the graphs not only 
illustrate the optimum system design and operating conditions, they also yield valuable 
insights into the system’s performance at many different operating conditions.   
 
In our example, the values for Rratio and Wratio were very close, so there was little 
savings that resulted in using separate units for washing.  Using separate units increased 
the number of units needed and this more than outweighed the savings in the size of the 
units.  This caused the multi-use unit regeneration system to be less expensive than the 
single-use unit configuration.  For another type of ion exchange resin that uses values for 
Rstoic and Wstoic that have a larger difference, the outcome will be different.   
 
 
5.5 Conclusions 
This paper illustrates the usefulness of applying process integration and 
optimization principles to real unsteady-state processes.  Utilizing process integration 
targeting techniques, the minimum liquid discharge possible was targeted to determine 
the system’s feasibility.  After feasibility was established, a method was shown to 
synthesize an optimal regeneration network with minimum liquid discharge that included 
the number and configuration of regeneration and wash units, the flowrates of the 
regenerant and wash, and the regeneration and wash cycle times.  For systems with 
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flexibility in the allowable discharge amount, a two-level optimization procedure was 
illustrated that balanced the environmental and operational costs with capital costs.  The 
complete process will be repeated for any additional water purification technologies 
available and their minimum costs compared.  Thus, optimal technology and system will 
be selected.  Although much emphasis is placed on selecting a technology and process 
conditions that will accomplish the desired process operation such as water purification, 
this work demonstrates that that related operations (regeneration, in this case) are also 
important factors to consider.   
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
5.1 Conclusions 
This dissertation has focused on applying the tools and methodologies of process 
integration to systems exhibiting unsteady-state behavior.  While there has been much 
work done in the past on varying types of unsteady-state systems, approaching the 
problem using the perspective of process integration helps to formulate more general 
solution methodologies than those previously introduced.  To this end, three hybrid 
steady- and unsteady-state design and operation synthesis problems were solved: a 
general mass exchange network, a general property-interception network, and a water 
purification system based on an actual industrial process.   
 
The mass exchange network problem illustrated a general method to optimize the 
design and operation of a separation network with both steady-state and dynamic mass 
exchange units.  A network superstructure that included all possible network 
configurations was used to enable the optimization procedure to choose the optimal 
structure for each time period.  A time horizon model was used to model the behavior and 
regeneration of the unsteady-state units.  This enabled the optimization process to 
accomplish the complex trade-off of balancing better unit performance and unit 
availability with the cost of regeneration and lost opportunity cost of a unit being 
unavailable.  Even for a very simple system such as the 3-unit case study solved, the 
trade-offs are much too complex to be solved by inspection and thus the tool of 
mathematical optimization is essential.  Not only was the system structure optimized, but 
the design of the unit sizes was also included.  While detailed specifics such as internal 
structures and differential fluid equations should be done at a later, more detailed design 
stage, finding the optimal unit sizes not only helps give a more informed preliminary 
process design, but it also includes the trade-off between capital and operational costs in 
the initial process design.  While similar design methods have been proposed, none has 
optimized a process as generally as the procedure demonstrated here.  Because it was 
created as a general methodology it is focused on designing new process, but it is even 
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more straightforward for use in optimizing operation of existing processes.  This would 
be a special case of the more general problem because certain parameters such as unit 
sizes and technologies available would be specified from the start.  Also, although the 
system designed in the case study operated within an otherwise steady-state process (the 
process sources and sinks were steady-state), this is also a special case.  It is equally 
possible for a source to be an unsteady-state feed coming from a batch reactor or a 
periodic supplier.  Although introducing a global optimization algorithm was not a 
primary goal of this research, because the formulation resulted in a mixed-integer 
nonlinear optimization program, a global optimization method was created to identify the 
global solution.  A two-level optimization procedure using a linearized, relaxed program 
and the original nonlinear program was able to identify the global solution of the case 
study shown.   
 
The property interception network problem was the first effort at using the new 
tool of property integration for unsteady-state processes.  Property integration is a useful 
approach to problems that are either intractable or very tedious using conventional 
component-based design.  Early work in the area focused on identifying direct recycle 
techniques and eventually synthesis of interception networks with the condition that their 
behavior was steady-state.  This work removes that constraint so that now a network with 
any type of behavior and any type of process unit may be optimized.  Using the property 
integration tools, separating agents needed for the network may be quickly identified 
based on their property characteristics without a trial-and-error search process.  This 
design method is consistent with research now going on whose goal is to synthesis or 
modify materials to accomplish a given goal knowing the properties required.   
 
The water purification process optimization work illustrated an example of a 
specific industrial process which exhibited both steady-state and dynamic characteristics 
being optimized.  The main water purification process was a nearly steady-state operation 
while the regeneration operation is inherently a batch process.  Utilizing targeting 
techniques used in other areas of process integration, the minimum liquid discharge 
possible was targeted.  This targeting can determine if a system is feasible without even 
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doing preliminary designs.  After determining a particular system’s feasibility, a method 
was given to design the system and find the number of regeneration and wash units, their 
configuration, the optimal scheme and flows of the regeneration and wash materials, the 
sizes of the units, and the regeneration and wash cycle times.  Finally, after the system 
was designed for minimum liquid discharge, a method was given to balance the 
environmental and capital costs of the system with the operation costs.  So that if there is 
flexibility in the discharge quantity, the discharge flow may be increased if this would 
result in a lower total system cost.  This process is repeated for each water purification 
technology that is available for use.  The minimum costs for each technology are 
compared and the end result is that the optimal technology and system is used.  The case 
study illustrated the many insights that may be gathered about a process’s behavior under 
many different operating conditions and its sensitivity to different system parameters.  It 
also illustrated how the information from the optimization process could be used to 
balance operational robustness with the additional cost of sub-optimal operation.   
 
 
5.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
This work highlights several opportunities for further study that would greatly 
benefit the process integration field.  First, and possibly most importantly, process 
optimization is often limited by the tools available.  For process problems that involve 
stream mixing and splitting equations, nonlinear process models, and interactions 
between process intervals, the optimization programs generated are normally nonlinear, 
often utilizing integer or binary variables.  While this ensures the process model is 
realistic, it creates many difficulties in the solution process since mixed integer nonlinear 
(MINLP) models are among the most difficult optimization problems to solve.  The fact 
that there is no general method that may be used to solve these problems discourages the 
formulation of optimization procedures for these types of processes.  As work continues 
in this area and better global optimization algorithms are developed, more general and 
detailed process optimization methodologies may be developed utilizing these advanced 
mathematical solution tools.   
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The process optimization methodologies introduced in this dissertation focused on 
various interception processes, but the ideas and concepts used are not specific to that 
type of operation.  While the methods used attempted to optimize a process very 
generally and with few restrictions, they may be extended to even more general 
optimization methods.  It is very conceivable to include reactors and the other 
components of chemical processes in the solution formulation.  This is simply an 
extension of the process integration perspective.  Single units should not be optimized 
because what is optimal for one unit very likely isn’t optimal for the network as a whole.  
With the same logic, it would be better to optimize the entire chemical process: supply, 
reaction, refining, and waste treatment instead of one of these single parts of the process.  
Thus, it would be ideal to include every type of operation when optimizing a process.  
The approach presented here may be easily expanded to include many different types of 
units in the superstructures illustrated in the previous chapters.  Such a formulation would 
necessarily be very complex, with many process variables such as flowrates, pressure, 
temperature, reaction extent, numerous different components, and varying technologies 
for each process operation.  But this is the goal for process integration: to produce 
methods to optimize processes as generally as possible.   
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APPENDIX A 
MASS EXCHANGE NETWORK OPTIMIZATION LINGO CODE  
 
 
A.1 Nonlinear Program 
min=LCost+R1Cost+R2Cost+D1+D2+D3+1E11*devsum; 
 
Data: 
dt=10; 
a1=3000; 
b1=1E53; 
m1=4E-6; 
a2=3000; 
b2=1E53; 
m2=4E-6; 
tf=4; 
Cr=0.5; 
 
xs=0; 
m=8.4E-8; 
eps=0.06; 
Cj=10; 
 
N=25; 
V1=1; 
V2=1; 
V3=1; 
EndData 
 
Sets: Interval /1..N/: G1, G2, G3, G4, F11, F12, F13, F14, F21, F22, 
F23, F24, F31, F32, F33, F34, F41, F42, F43, F44, z1in, z2in, z3in, 
z4in, z1out, z2out, z3out, z4out, L, t1, t2, I1, I2, Int1, Int2, pos1, 
neg1, pos2, neg2, C1out, C2out, C3out, C4out, C1in, C2in, C3in, C4in, 
C11, C12, C13, C14, C21, C22, C23, C24, C31, C32, C33, C34, C41, C42, 
C43, C44, IT1, IT2; 
Endsets 
 
@For( Interval(i): I1(i)=Int1(i)+pos1(i)-neg1(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): I2(i)=Int2(i)+pos2(i)-neg2(i) ); 
devsum=@Sum( Interval(i): pos1+neg1+pos2+neg2 ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): @BIN(Int1(i)) ); 
@For( Interval(i): @BIN(Int2(i)) ); 
@For( Interval(i): z1in(i)<=1 ); 
@For( Interval(i): z2in(i)<=1 ); 
 
xt=0.19; 
@For( Interval(i): G4(i)=10); 
@For( Interval(i): z4out(i)=0.005 ); 
@For( Interval(i): z4in(i)=0.0002 ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): F11(i)=0 ); 
@For( Interval(i): F22(i)=0 ); 
@For( Interval(i): F33(i)=0 ); 
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@For( Interval(i): G1(i)=F11(i)+F12(i)+F13(i)+F14(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): G2(i)=F21(i)+F22(i)+F23(i)+F24(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): G3(i)=F31(i)+F32(i)+F33(i)+F34(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): G4(i)=F41(i)+F42(i)+F43(i)+F44(i) ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): C1out(i)=C11(i)+C12(i)+C13(i)+C14(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C2out(i)=C21(i)+C22(i)+C23(i)+C24(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C3out(i)=C31(i)+C32(i)+C33(i)+C34(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C4out(i)=C41(i)+C42(i)+C43(i)+C44(i) ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): G1(i)=F11(i)+F21(i)+F31(i)+F41(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): G2(i)=F12(i)+F22(i)+F32(i)+F42(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): G3(i)=F13(i)+F23(i)+F33(i)+F43(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): G4(i)=F14(i)+F24(i)+F34(i)+F44(i) ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): C1in(i)=C11(i)+C21(i)+C31(i)+C41(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C2in(i)=C12(i)+C22(i)+C32(i)+C42(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C3in(i)=C13(i)+C23(i)+C33(i)+C43(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C4in(i)=C14(i)+C24(i)+C34(i)+C44(i) ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): C1out(i)=z1out(i)*G1(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C2out(i)=z2out(i)*G2(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C3out(i)=z3out(i)*G3(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C4out(i)=z4out(i)*G4(i) ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): C1in(i)=z1in(i)*G1(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C2in(i)=z2in(i)*G2(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C3in(i)=z3in(i)*G3(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C4in(i)=z4in(i)*G4(i) ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): C11(i)=z1out(i)*F11(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C12(i)=z1out(i)*F12(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C13(i)=z1out(i)*F13(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C14(i)=z1out(i)*F14(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C21(i)=z2out(i)*F21(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C22(i)=z2out(i)*F22(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C23(i)=z2out(i)*F23(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C24(i)=z2out(i)*F24(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C31(i)=z3out(i)*F31(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C32(i)=z3out(i)*F32(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C33(i)=z3out(i)*F33(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C34(i)=z3out(i)*F34(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C41(i)=z4out(i)*F41(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C42(i)=z4out(i)*F42(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C43(i)=z4out(i)*F43(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C44(i)=z4out(i)*F44(i) ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): C1in(i)-C1out(i)=L(i)*xt ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): z2out(i)=m1*t1(i) ); 
t1(1)=10; 
I1(1)=1; 
t1(N)=0; 
 
@For( Interval(i) | i #GE# 2: t1(i)=IT1(i)+dt*I1(i) ); 
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@For( Interval(i) | i #GE# 2: IT1(i)=t1(i-1)*I1(i) ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): z3out(i)=m2*t2(i) ); 
t2(1)=10; 
I2(1)=1; 
t2(N)=0; 
 
@For( Interval(i) | i #GE# 2: t2(i)=IT2(i)+dt*I2(i) ); 
 
@For( Interval(i) | i #GE# 2: IT2(i)=t2(i-1)*I2(i) ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): G2(i)<=10*I1(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): G3(i)<=10*I2(i) ); 
 
Rsum1=@SUM( Interval(i): (1-I1(i)) ); 
R1Cost=Rsum1*Cr; 
Rsum2=@SUM( Interval(i): (1-I2(i)) ); 
R2Cost=Rsum2*Cr; 
Lsum=@SUM( Interval(i): L(i) ); 
LCost=Lavg*Cj; 
N*Lavg=Lsum; 
 
@For( Interval(i): D1>=3*G1(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): D2>=3*G2(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): D3>=3*G3(i) ); 
 
 
A.2 Linearized Program 
min=LCost+R1Cost+R2Cost+D1+D2+D3+1E11*devsum; 
 
Data: 
dt=10; 
a1=3000; 
b1=1E53; 
m1=4E-6; 
a2=3000; 
b2=1E53; 
m2=4E-6; 
tf=4; 
Cr=0.5; 
 
xs=0; 
m=8.4E-8; 
eps=0.06; 
Cj=10; 
 
N=25; 
V1=1; 
V2=1; 
V3=1; 
EndData 
 
Sets: Interval /1..N/: G1, G2, G3, G4, F11, F12, F13, F14, F21, F22, 
F23, F24, F31, F32, F33, F34, F41, F42, F43, F44, z1in, z2in, z3in, 
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z4in, z1out, z2out, z3out, z4out, L, t1, t2, I1, I2, Int1, Int2, pos1, 
neg1, pos2, neg2, C1out, C2out, C3out, C4out, C1in, C2in, C3in, C4in, 
C11, C12, C13, C14, C21, C22, C23, C24, C31, C32, C33, C34, C41, C42, 
C43, C44, IT1, IT2; 
Endsets 
 
@For( Interval(i): I1(i)=Int1(i)+pos1(i)-neg1(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): I2(i)=Int2(i)+pos2(i)-neg2(i) ); 
devsum=@Sum( Interval(i): pos1+neg1+pos2+neg2 ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): @BIN(Int1(i)) ); 
@For( Interval(i): @BIN(Int2(i)) ); 
@For( Interval(i): z1in(i)<=1 ); 
@For( Interval(i): z2in(i)<=1 ); 
 
xt=0.19; 
@For( Interval(i): G4(i)=10); 
@For( Interval(i): z4out(i)=0.005 ); 
@For( Interval(i): z4in(i)=0.0002 ); 
 
z4outU = 0.005; 
z4outL = 0.005; 
z4inU = 0.002; 
z4inL = 0.002; 
G4U = 10; 
G4L = 10; 
zoutU = 0.5; 
zoutL = 0; 
zinU = 0.005; 
zinL = 0.0002; 
GU = 10; 
GL = 0; 
FU = 10; 
FL = 0; 
IL=0; 
IU=1; 
tL=0; 
tU=240; 
 
@For( Interval(i): F11(i)=0 ); 
@For( Interval(i): F22(i)=0 ); 
@For( Interval(i): F33(i)=0 ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): G1(i)=F11(i)+F12(i)+F13(i)+F14(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): G2(i)=F21(i)+F22(i)+F23(i)+F24(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): G3(i)=F31(i)+F32(i)+F33(i)+F34(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): G4(i)=F41(i)+F42(i)+F43(i)+F44(i) ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): C1out(i)=C11(i)+C12(i)+C13(i)+C14(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C2out(i)=C21(i)+C22(i)+C23(i)+C24(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C3out(i)=C31(i)+C32(i)+C33(i)+C34(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C4out(i)=C41(i)+C42(i)+C43(i)+C44(i) ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): G1(i)=F11(i)+F21(i)+F31(i)+F41(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): G2(i)=F12(i)+F22(i)+F32(i)+F42(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): G3(i)=F13(i)+F23(i)+F33(i)+F43(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): G4(i)=F14(i)+F24(i)+F34(i)+F44(i) ); 
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@For( Interval(i): C1in(i)=C11(i)+C21(i)+C31(i)+C41(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C2in(i)=C12(i)+C22(i)+C32(i)+C42(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C3in(i)=C13(i)+C23(i)+C33(i)+C43(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): C4in(i)=C14(i)+C24(i)+C34(i)+C44(i) ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): C11(i)>=z1out(i)*FL+zoutL*F11(i)-zoutL*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C11(i)>=z1out(i)*FU+zoutU*F11(i)-zoutU*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C11(i)<=z1out(i)*FU+zoutL*F11(i)-zoutL*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C11(i)<=z1out(i)*FL+zoutU*F11(i)-zoutU*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C12(i)>=z1out(i)*FL+zoutL*F12(i)-zoutL*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C12(i)>=z1out(i)*FU+zoutU*F12(i)-zoutU*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C12(i)<=z1out(i)*FU+zoutL*F12(i)-zoutL*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C12(i)<=z1out(i)*FL+zoutU*F12(i)-zoutU*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C13(i)>=z1out(i)*FL+zoutL*F13(i)-zoutL*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C13(i)>=z1out(i)*FU+zoutU*F13(i)-zoutU*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C13(i)<=z1out(i)*FU+zoutL*F13(i)-zoutL*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C13(i)<=z1out(i)*FL+zoutU*F13(i)-zoutU*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C14(i)>=z1out(i)*FL+zoutL*F14(i)-zoutL*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C14(i)>=z1out(i)*FU+zoutU*F14(i)-zoutU*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C14(i)<=z1out(i)*FU+zoutL*F14(i)-zoutL*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C14(i)<=z1out(i)*FL+zoutU*F14(i)-zoutU*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C21(i)>=z2out(i)*FL+zoutL*F21(i)-zoutL*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C21(i)>=z2out(i)*FU+zoutU*F21(i)-zoutU*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C21(i)<=z2out(i)*FU+zoutL*F21(i)-zoutL*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C21(i)<=z2out(i)*FL+zoutU*F21(i)-zoutU*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C22(i)>=z2out(i)*FL+zoutL*F22(i)-zoutL*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C22(i)>=z2out(i)*FU+zoutU*F22(i)-zoutU*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C22(i)<=z2out(i)*FU+zoutL*F22(i)-zoutL*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C22(i)<=z2out(i)*FL+zoutU*F22(i)-zoutU*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C23(i)>=z2out(i)*FL+zoutL*F23(i)-zoutL*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C23(i)>=z2out(i)*FU+zoutU*F23(i)-zoutU*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C23(i)<=z2out(i)*FU+zoutL*F23(i)-zoutL*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C23(i)<=z2out(i)*FL+zoutU*F23(i)-zoutU*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C24(i)>=z2out(i)*FL+zoutL*F24(i)-zoutL*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C24(i)>=z2out(i)*FU+zoutU*F24(i)-zoutU*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C24(i)<=z2out(i)*FU+zoutL*F24(i)-zoutL*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C24(i)<=z2out(i)*FL+zoutU*F24(i)-zoutU*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C31(i)>=z3out(i)*FL+zoutL*F31(i)-zoutL*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C31(i)>=z3out(i)*FU+zoutU*F31(i)-zoutU*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C31(i)<=z3out(i)*FU+zoutL*F31(i)-zoutL*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C32(i)<=z3out(i)*FL+zoutU*F31(i)-zoutU*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C32(i)>=z3out(i)*FL+zoutL*F32(i)-zoutL*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C32(i)>=z3out(i)*FU+zoutU*F32(i)-zoutU*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C32(i)<=z3out(i)*FU+zoutL*F32(i)-zoutL*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C32(i)<=z3out(i)*FL+zoutU*F32(i)-zoutU*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C33(i)>=z3out(i)*FL+zoutL*F33(i)-zoutL*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C33(i)>=z3out(i)*FU+zoutU*F33(i)-zoutU*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C33(i)<=z3out(i)*FU+zoutL*F33(i)-zoutL*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C33(i)<=z3out(i)*FL+zoutU*F33(i)-zoutU*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C34(i)>=z3out(i)*FL+zoutL*F34(i)-zoutL*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C34(i)>=z3out(i)*FU+zoutU*F34(i)-zoutU*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C34(i)<=z3out(i)*FU+zoutL*F34(i)-zoutL*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C34(i)<=z3out(i)*FL+zoutU*F34(i)-zoutU*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C41(i)>=z4out(i)*FL+z4outL*F41(i)-z4outL*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C41(i)>=z4out(i)*FU+z4outU*F41(i)-z4outU*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C41(i)<=z4out(i)*FU+z4outL*F41(i)-z4outL*FU ); 
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@For( Interval(i): C41(i)<=z4out(i)*FL+z4outU*F41(i)-z4outU*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C42(i)>=z4out(i)*FL+z4outL*F42(i)-z4outL*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C42(i)>=z4out(i)*FU+z4outU*F42(i)-z4outU*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C42(i)<=z4out(i)*FU+z4outL*F42(i)-z4outL*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C42(i)<=z4out(i)*FL+z4outU*F42(i)-z4outU*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C43(i)>=z4out(i)*FL+z4outL*F43(i)-z4outL*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C43(i)>=z4out(i)*FU+z4outU*F43(i)-z4outU*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C43(i)<=z4out(i)*FU+z4outL*F43(i)-z4outL*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C43(i)<=z4out(i)*FL+z4outU*F43(i)-z4outU*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C44(i)>=z4out(i)*FL+z4outL*F44(i)-z4outL*FL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C44(i)>=z4out(i)*FU+z4outU*F44(i)-z4outU*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C44(i)<=z4out(i)*FU+z4outL*F44(i)-z4outL*FU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C44(i)<=z4out(i)*FL+z4outU*F44(i)-z4outU*FL ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): C1out(i)>=z1out(i)*GL+zoutL*G1(i)-zoutL*GL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C2out(i)>=z2out(i)*GL+zoutL*G2(i)-zoutL*GL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C3out(i)>=z3out(i)*GL+zoutL*G3(i)-zoutL*GL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C4out(i)>=z4out(i)*G4L+z4outL*G4(i)-z4outL*G4L ); 
@For( Interval(i): C1out(i)>=z1out(i)*GU+zoutU*G1(i)-zoutU*GU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C2out(i)>=z2out(i)*GU+zoutU*G2(i)-zoutU*GU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C3out(i)>=z3out(i)*GU+zoutU*G3(i)-zoutU*GU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C4out(i)>=z4out(i)*G4U+z4outU*G4(i)-z4outU*G4U ); 
@For( Interval(i): C1out(i)<=z1out(i)*GU+zoutL*G1(i)-zoutL*GU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C2out(i)<=z2out(i)*GU+zoutL*G2(i)-zoutL*GU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C3out(i)<=z3out(i)*GU+zoutL*G3(i)-zoutL*GU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C4out(i)<=z4out(i)*G4U+z4outL*G4(i)-z4outL*G4U ); 
@For( Interval(i): C1out(i)<=z1out(i)*GL+zoutU*G1(i)-zoutU*GL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C2out(i)<=z2out(i)*GL+zoutU*G2(i)-zoutU*GL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C3out(i)<=z3out(i)*GL+zoutU*G3(i)-zoutU*GL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C4out(i)<=z4out(i)*G4L+z4outU*G4(i)-z4outU*G4L ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): C1in(i)>=z1in(i)*GL+zinL*G1(i)-zinL*GL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C2in(i)>=z2in(i)*GL+zinL*G2(i)-zinL*GL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C3in(i)>=z3in(i)*GL+zinL*G3(i)-zinL*GL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C4in(i)>=z4in(i)*G4L+z4inL*G4(i)-z4inL*G4L ); 
@For( Interval(i): C1in(i)>=z1in(i)*GU+zinU*G1(i)-zinU*GU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C2in(i)>=z2in(i)*GU+zinU*G2(i)-zinU*GU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C3in(i)>=z3in(i)*GU+zinU*G3(i)-zinU*GU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C4in(i)>=z4in(i)*G4U+z4inU*G4(i)-z4inU*G4U ); 
@For( Interval(i): C1in(i)<=z1in(i)*GU+zinL*G1(i)-zinL*GU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C2in(i)<=z2in(i)*GU+zinL*G2(i)-zinL*GU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C3in(i)<=z3in(i)*GU+zinL*G3(i)-zinL*GU ); 
@For( Interval(i): C4in(i)<=z4in(i)*G4U+z4inL*G4(i)-z4inL*G4U ); 
@For( Interval(i): C1in(i)<=z1in(i)*GL+zinU*G1(i)-zinU*GL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C2in(i)<=z2in(i)*GL+zinU*G2(i)-zinU*GL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C3in(i)<=z3in(i)*GL+zinU*G3(i)-zinU*GL ); 
@For( Interval(i): C4in(i)<=z4in(i)*G4L+z4inU*G4(i)-z4inU*G4L ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): C1in(i)-C1out(i)=L(i)*xt ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): z2out(i)=m1*t1(i) ); 
t1(1)=10; 
I1(1)=1; 
t1(N)=0; 
 
@For( Interval(i) | i #GE# 2: t1(i)=IT1(i)+dt*I1(i) ); 
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@For( Interval(i) | i #GE# 2: IT1(i)>=t1(i-1)*IL+tL*I1(i)-tL*IL ); 
@For( Interval(i) | i #GE# 2: IT1(i)>=t1(i-1)*IU+tU*I1(i)-tU*IU ); 
@For( Interval(i) | i #GE# 2: IT1(i)<=t1(i-1)*IU+tL*I1(i)-tL*IU ); 
@For( Interval(i) | i #GE# 2: IT1(i)<=t1(i-1)*IL+tU*I1(i)-tU*IL ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): z3out(i)=m2*t2(i) ); 
t2(1)=10; 
I2(1)=1; 
t2(N)=0; 
 
@For( Interval(i) | i #GE# 2: t2(i)=IT2(i)+dt*I2(i) ); 
 
@For( Interval(i) | i #GE# 2: IT2(i)>=t2(i-1)*IL+tL*I2(i)-tL*IL ); 
@For( Interval(i) | i #GE# 2: IT2(i)>=t2(i-1)*IU+tU*I2(i)-tU*IU ); 
@For( Interval(i) | i #GE# 2: IT2(i)<=t2(i-1)*IU+tL*I2(i)-tL*IU ); 
@For( Interval(i) | i #GE# 2: IT2(i)<=t2(i-1)*IL+tU*I2(i)-tU*IL ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): G2(i)<=10*I1(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): G3(i)<=10*I2(i) ); 
 
Rsum1=@SUM( Interval(i): (1-I1(i)) ); 
R1Cost=Rsum1*Cr; 
Rsum2=@SUM( Interval(i): (1-I2(i)) ); 
R2Cost=Rsum2*Cr; 
Lsum=@SUM( Interval(i): L(i) ); 
LCost=Lavg*Cj; 
N*Lavg=Lsum; 
 
@For( Interval(i): D1>=3*G1(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): D2>=3*G2(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): D3>=3*G3(i) ); 
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APPENDIX B 
PROPERTY INTERCEPTION NETWORK OPTIMIZATION LINGO 
CODE  
 
min=LCost+R1Cost+R2Cost+0.1*(D1+H1^0.9)+0.1*(D2+H2^0.9)+0.1*(D3+H3^0.9)
; 
 
Data: 
dt=10; 
a2=1.5E-4; 
b2=6; 
c2=0.08; 
a3=1.5E-4; 
b3=6; 
c3=0.08; 
tf=4; 
Cr=0.5; 
 
xs=0; 
m=8.4E-8; 
eps=0.06; 
Cj=100; 
 
N=25; 
V1=1; 
V2=1; 
V3=1; 
U1=10; 
L1=5; 
U2=5; 
L2=0; 
U3=3; 
L3=0; 
EndData 
 
Sets: Interval /1..N/: G1, G2, G3, G4, F12, F13, F14, F21, F23, F24, 
F31, F32, F34, F41, F42, F43, z1in, z2in, z3in, z4in, z1out, z2out, 
z3out, z4out, L, xt, t2, t3, yLM1, Regen2, Regen3, Run2, Run3; 
Endsets 
 
@For( Interval(i): @BIN(Regen2(i)) ); 
@For( Interval(i): @BIN(Regen3(i)) ); 
@For( Interval(i): @BIN(Run2(i)) ); 
@For( Interval(i): @BIN(Run3(i)) ); 
@For( Interval(i): z1in(i)<=1 ); 
@For( Interval(i): z2in(i)<=1 ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): xt(i)<=0.19 ); 
@For( Interval(i): G4(i)=10); 
@For( Interval(i): z4out(i)=0.005 ); 
@For( Interval(i): z4in(i)=0.0002 ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): G1(i)=F12(i)+F13(i)+F14(i) ); 
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@For( Interval(i): G2(i)=F21(i)+F23(i)+F24(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): G3(i)=F31(i)+F32(i)+F34(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): G4(i)=F41(i)+F42(i)+F43(i) ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): G1(i)=F21(i)+F31(i)+F41(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): G2(i)=F12(i)+F32(i)+F42(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): G3(i)=F13(i)+F23(i)+F43(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): G4(i)=F14(i)+F24(i)+F34(i) ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): 
z1in(i)*G1(i)=z2out(i)*F21(i)+z3out(i)*F31(i)+z4out(i)*F41(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): 
z2in(i)*G2(i)=z1out(i)*F12(i)+z3out(i)*F32(i)+z4out(i)*F42(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): 
z3in(i)*G3(i)=z1out(i)*F13(i)+z2out(i)*F23(i)+z4out(i)*F43(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): 
z4in(i)*G4(i)=z1out(i)*F14(i)+z2out(i)*F24(i)+z3out(i)*F34(i) ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): 0=G1(i)*(z1in(i)-z1out(i))-L(i)*xt(i) ); 
 
!@For( Interval(i): G2(i)<=(1/4*3.14*D2^2)*V2 ); 
!@For( Interval(i): G1(i)>=L1 ); 
@For( Interval(i): G2(i)=U2*(1-Regen2(i))*Run2(i) ); 
!@For( Interval(i): F24(i)>=L2*(1-Regen2(i))*Run2(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): G3(i)=U3*(1-Regen3(i))*Run3(i) ); 
!@For( Interval(i): F34(i)>=L3*(1-Regen3(i))*Run3(i) ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): z2out(i)=a2*(2-2/(@EXP(2*(c2*t2(i)-b2))+1))*(1-
Regen2(i))+z2in(i)*Regen2(i) ); 
t2(1)=10; 
Regen2(1)=0; 
@For( Interval(i) | i #NE# 1: t2(i)=(t2(i-1)+dt*Run2(i))*(1-Regen2(i)) 
); 
t2(N)=0; 
@For( Interval(i): Run2(i)<=1-Regen2(i) ); 
 
@For( Interval(i): z3out(i)=a3*(2-2/(@EXP(2*(c3*t3(i)-b3))+1))*(1-
Regen3(i))+z3in(i)*Regen3(i) ); 
t3(1)=10; 
Regen3(1)=0; 
@For( Interval(i) | i #NE# 1: t3(i)=(t3(i-1)+dt*Run3(i))*(1-Regen3(i)) 
); 
t3(N)=0; 
@For( Interval(i): 0=1-Run3(i)-Regen3(i) ); 
 
Rsum1=@SUM( Interval(i): Regen2(i) ); 
R1Cost=Rsum1*Cr; 
Rsum2=@SUM( Interval(i): Regen3(i) ); 
R2Cost=Rsum2*Cr; 
Lsum=@SUM( Interval(i): L(i) ); 
LCost=Lavg*Cj; 
N*Lavg=Lsum; 
 
@For( Interval(i): H1*yLM1(i)+z1out(i)=z1in(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): yLM1(i)^3=1/2*(z1in(i)-
m*xt(i))*z1out(i)^2+1/2*(z1in(i)-m*xt(i))^2*z1out(i) ); 
@For( Interval(i): H2=0.5*@max(Interval: G2) ); 
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@For( Interval(i): H3=0.5*@max(Interval: G3) ); 
 
D1=(4/3.14*@max(Interval: G1)/V1)^(1/2); 
D2=(4/3.14*@max(Interval: G2)/V2)^(1/2); 
D3=(4/3.14*@max(Interval: G3)/V3)^(1/2); 
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